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Abstract

This thesis describes. the design and evaluation of a constant current angle controller

for a variable speed reluctance synchronous machine (RSM) drive, as an energy

efficient high performance drive. An accurate model of the RSM, with the use of

finite element analysis, is derived and implemented in simulation software. The

current- and speed controllers are designed and evaluated using a complete simulation

model of the whole drive. The controller is implemented on a TMS320F240 DSP-

based digital controller, which was developed. The dynamic performance of the

constant-current-angle control is compared with that of the conventional constant-d-

axis-current control method. The results obtained from the RSM drive confirm the

simulation results. In the comparison of the two control methods it is shown that the

constant-current-angle controlled RSM drive is an energy-efficient drive with good

dynamic performance.
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Opsomming

Hierdie tesis beskryf die ontwerp en evaluering van 'n konstante stroomhoek

beheerder vir 'n reluktansie sinchroon masjien (RSM) aandryfstelsel vir optimum

effektiwiteit en dinamika. 'n Akkurate model van die RSM, met behulp van eindige

element analise, is opgestel en geimplimenteer in 'n simulasie pakket. Die stroom- en

spoedbeheerders is ontwerp en geëvalueer deur middel van 'n simulasiemodel vat die

volledige aandryfstelsel. Die beheerder is geimplimenteer deur gebruik te maak van 'n

TMS320F240 DSP-gebaseerde digitale beheerder, wat ontwikkel is. Die konstante-

stroornhoek beheer is vergelyk met die konvensionele konstante-d-as-stroom beheer

metode. Die resultate van die praktiese stelsel korreleer baie goed met die resultate

van die simulasie. Deur die vergelyking van die twee metodes is dit bevind dat die

konstante-stroomhoek beheerde RSM aandryfstelsel 'n energie effektiewe

aandryfstelsel met baie goeie dinamiese vermoë is.
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1- Introduction

There is always the quest for better dynamic performance with the least amount of

energy used when it comes to moving things from one place to another. This is

definitely the case in the field of transport. From the beginning of the last century the

motor vehicle manufacturers has constantly improved the design and control of the

petrol and diesel fuelled machines to get the most power and torque and have the best

fuel economy.

In the last halve of the previous century electrical machine drives were started being

used in transport. These include trains and in the last few decades military vehicles

and, with the higher fuel price amongst other things, motor vehicles.

Together with traction applications there is also another field of application that needs

high dynamic performance with optimum efficiency. This is in the field of servo

drives which needs fast responses to move or re-orientate objects quickly and

accurately.

1.1 Background

Nowadays there are a lot of different types of electrical machines. They can be

divided into two main groups, namely the AC machines and the DC machines. The

most commonly used machines are the DC machine and the induction AC machine.

Extensive research and development have been done on the dynamic control of these

two machines, using various power electronics and digital controllers in variable

speed drives.

There are also a few not so familiar or unconventional electrical machines. The

Reluctance Synchronous Machine (RSM) is one of these machines and is a single-

salient reluctance machine. The RSM consists of a standard, non-salient 3-phase stator

and an unexcited, salient rotor. With the development of the semi-conductor
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technology and variable speed drives, this machines' performance became more

competitive with respect to that of the induction machine. There are studies done to

compare the performance of these two machines by Vagati [25] and Fratta [26] and

also by Germishuizen [1] and Kamper [13] of the University of Stell enbosch.

The qualities needed for the electrical machine drive are:

high torque density

small torque ripple

low total losses, thus high efficiency

good dynamic torque response

Taking these qualities into account the RSM drive is a good choice because of its

good torque density, high efficiency and good dynamic performance [5].

1.2 Problem statement

To effectively control the RSM, the correct positioning of the stator current vector,

with respect to the rotor, is necessary. With vector control the RSM is able to develop

much higher torque. This can only be done by position and current feedback to a

controller in a closed-loop drive system.

Much research has been done on ways to control the current. One of the most

commonly used methods is constant d-axis current control. More advanced methods,

like given in [2]-[10], were developed to improve the control for better dynamics and

efficiency in the RSM drive system. A few of them is summarised briefly as follows:

In [3] an optimum-efficiency control strategy is proposed by Matsuo, El-

Antably and Lipo by using variable d-axis current control. This means the d-

axis current is used to ensure flux in the machine and the magnitude of the q-

axis current is controlled to control the developed torque. Together with this

the controller also consists of an optimum efficiency controller. This controller

monitors the input power of the RSM drive and adjusts the d-axis current, and

thus also the flux in the machine, to find the optimum efficiency operating

2
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point for generating a specific torque. This control is also a complex control

method and it has more input variables than the normal control methods.

Vagati in [4] researched high dynamic performance control, by evaluating the

losses in the machine, the relation between the d- and q-axis current and the

error in measurement of the current vector. After considering these areas, a

constant d-axis control scheme is proposed which makes use of a flux observer

for the control of the d-axis flux linkage. The flux observer is less sensitive to

disturbances, like saturation, than that of a normal d-axis current .controllcr.

The q-axis current controller controls the developed torque. This method, due

to the fact that there is constant field current and constant flux present in the

machine, is not energy efficient, especially at standstill or under no-load

conditions.

These proposed methods consist of different ways of optimising the current control,

minimise losses and input power for the same or better output torque. The dynamics

of the controller is also improved. The problem is how does the constant current angle

control method compare in dynamic performance and efficiency with the

conventional constant d-axis current control. Therefore the constant current angle

control method is evaluated, implemented and compared with constant d-axis current

control.

1.3 Approach to problem

To investigate constant current angle control an accurate simulation and practical

implementation is necessary. From finite element analysis the flux and inductance

parameters of the RSM in dq-quantities are determined. For this the focus is on a

42kW RSM, optimum designed by Kamper [13]. The effects of cross-magnetization

and saturation on the parameters of the RSM are taken into account and used in the

simulation of the machine. The RSM is fully modelled in the simulation.

Classical control system design is done of the dq digital current controllers and also

the speed controller. The effects of cross-magnetization and speed voltages on these
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current controllers are minimized by matter of decoupling. The power electronic

converter with PWM switching and digital sampling is implemented in simulation and

a complete and accurate simulation of the whole drive is developed.

The whole control system is implemented on a DSP digital controller that is

developed and from accurate simulation and practical measurement the performances

of the different controllers are evaluated.

1.4 Thesis layout

The layout for the remainder of this thesis is as follows:

Chapter 2:

Chapter 3:

Chapter 4:

Chapter 5:

Chapter 6:

The dynamic dq-model of the Reluctance Synchronous Machine is

derived and discussed in depth.

The type and modelation of the power converter is described. The

conventional current-control methods and their advantages /

disadvantages discussed.

The digital decoupling-current-control technique for the RSM drive is

proposed in this chapter. The difference between the floating point and

fixed-point simulation and implementation of the digital control is also

discussed.

The digital constant-current-angle speed control and the constant-d-

axis-current speed control of the RSM are described and evaluated.

This chapter explains the hardware that is developed and used to

implement the current and speed control strategies on a RSM drive.
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Chapter 7:

Chapter 8:

The practical and simulated results of the current- and speed control

are shown and discussed. The torque ripple compensation method is

simulated on two speed controllers and results are discussed. The

widely used constant-d-axis-current and constant-current-angle control

methods are evaluated and compared.

In this chapter a summary with conclusions are given and

recommendations are made for further research in this area.
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2 - Dynamic model of the RSM

The Reluctance Synchronous Machine has an unexcited salient rotor, which is

symmetrical and does not consist of any conductors. Thus the only circuits to consider

in the analysis of the RSM are the stator winding circuits. The three phase circuits

each have a resistance, self-inductance and also a mutual inductance with the other

two phase- circuits. The self- and mutual inductances vary with the position of the

rotor. There are thus three differential voltage equations that define the three phase

circuits. In this chapter the electrical and mechanical model of the RSM in the dqO-

reference frame is explained.

2.1 Reference frames used in power systems

The most general reference frame that is used when describing three-phase systems is

the three-phase variable- or abc- reference frame [11]. The reason for this is that this

frame describes the system variables in real time. Besides this reference frame there is

another frame, called the arbitrary- or dqo- reference frame [11]. This reference frame

is more compatible for complex control systems on electrical machines than the abc-

reference frame.

2.1.1 Transformation between the abc- reference frame and the dqO-

reference frame

A change in variables from the abc- reference frame to the dqO- reference frame is

accomplished through the following equation:

I qdOs= Ks I abcs ( 2.1 )

where the variables in this equation are described as:

(f qdosr = [Iqs fds fos]

(I abcsr = [fas J; fJ

(2.2 )

( 2.3 )

where T implies the transpose of the vector.
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The transformation matrix is given by:

[

cosCP
- 2 .
Ks =- sm e

3 1
"2

cos(cp- 2;)
sin(cp- 2;)

1
"2

cos(cp+ 2; )1
sin(cp+ 2;)

1
"2

( 2.4 )

where

I

cp= fmre(~)d~+cp(O)
o

( 2.5 )

and ~ is a temporary variable of the integration.

The inverse transformation is done through the following equation:

f abcs = (K st f qdos ( 2.6 )

where:

[

cosCP
(Kst = cos(cp- 2;)

cos(cp+ 23tr )

sm cp 1111sin(cp- 2;)
sin(cp+ 2;)

(2.7 )

The variables f can represent current, voltage or flux linkage. The subscript s implies

that the variables, parameters and equations are associated with stationary circuits.

2.1.2 Transformation to the reference frame fixed to the rotor

This reference frame rotates synchronously with the rotor and eliminates all the time

varying inductances in the machine equations [11]. This makes it easier for the design

of the control system, because the signals of the control loops are de quantities in the

steady state. This transformation is known as the Park's transformation. For this

transformation the following is defined:

I

cp= f(i)re(~}i~=B,
o

( 2.8 )

where ai; is the electrical angular velocity of the rotor, cp the rotor angle or angle

between the q-axis on the rotor and the magnetic a-axis of the stator. The angle cp is

equal to B as shown in Fig. 2.1.
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Phase A
Magnetic

Phase B

Phase C

Figure 2.1 - Vector diagram of a 2-pole RSM in abc- and dqo-reference frames

2.2 dqo-model of the Reluctance Synchronous Machine

In this section the machine model of the RSM is defined in the abc-reference frame

and transformed to the dqO-reference frame. The dq-equivalent circuit as well as the

torque and mechanical circuit is derived and discussed.

2.2.1 dq equivalent circuits

The Reluctance Synchronous Machine has a normal 3-phase stator. The general

equation for the stator voltage in the abc-reference frame is given as:

. dAs
Vs = r.t, +--,

dt
( 2.9 )

with
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This equation can be transformed to the dqo-reference frame using equation (2.1) and

with the result the following set of equations are formed:

( 2.10 )

( 2.11 )

( 2.12 )

where r, is the phase-resistance and W re the electrical velocity. If a balanced 3-phase

system is used, Va is zero, thus equation (2.12) can be leaved out. The other two

equations can be visualized through the circuits of Fig. 2.2, which are the dq-

equivalent circuits of the RSM.

r,
I diM _q

d dt

(a)

rs

(b)

Figure 2.2 - d-axis (a) and q-axis (b) equivalent circuits of the RSM

The d-axis and q-axis flux linkages are both functions of the d-axis current, q-axis

current and the rotor angle, thus

and

This implies that:
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dAd OAd did OAd diq OAd ao-=--+--+--
dt aid dt oiq dt aB dt

, did ' diq OAd=L-+M -+-0)d dt d dt aB re

( 2.13 )

and

dAq oAq diq OAq did oAq dB
-=--+--+--
dt oiq dt aid dt aB dt

, diq , did OAq=L-+M -+-0)q dt q dt aB re

( 2.14 )

Skewing the rotor laminations by one stator slot pitch can reduce the influence of the

positioning of the rotor on the flux linkage. Although the machine used does not have

a skewed rotor, the model is simplified by not incorporating this component into the

model. Thus from equations (2.13) and (2.14) together with equations (2.10) and

(2.11) the dq-equations of the stator voltages of the RSM becomes:

( 2.15 )

( 2.16 )

The two qd-equivalent circuits in Fig. 2.2 visualize equations (2.15) and (2.16).

These voltage equations are implemented in a block diagram in the simulation

program as is shown in Fig. 2.3.

,-----l rs 1-------,

L___----l rs f-----_J

Figure 2.3 - Block diagram of dq-equivalent circuits
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The stator resistance, r., is constant, but the d- and q-axis inductances, Ld', Lq', Md' and

Mq', is only constant in the steady state and not in the dynamic model of the RSM. As

shown earlier the d- and q-axis flux linkages is dependent on the d- and q-axis current.

Using two-dimensional Finite Element Analysis program [13], given in appendix E,

the d- and q-axis flux linkages is calculated and is given in Fig. 2.4 and 2.5

respectively.

1.4 -------r------T--------------~------r----T-----:--------~-----T--- i

1.2 -----r-----r------:------T-----T----T-----:------T-----r---OJ
'[ 1 -------f------+------i----- --i--------j-------;-------;--------i--------:- :
:J • I , I , , I

!:: ••••••i.·~ •••••••I••••••I••••••i••:~~I.~.
IL :::::: ---+- 1 -: SOA:

.~ 0.4 - --- ,-------L----j--------~-------L-----L----L ~--~~[120Aj
"0 ::::::: ---+-1 =:160A:

: ' : ' : : : ~lq=:200A:
: , : , : ; : : q: :---r------- ..-------- ...------- ....------- ..-------...,------- .....-------- ....---- .. ...,

, I , , • I , , I
, I , , , I I , I
, I , , I I , , ,
I I , , , I , , I
, I , I I , , , I

, " '" I
I " I " I

I " '" I

20 40 60 eo 100 120 140 160 180 200
Id [A]

Figure 2.4 - d-axis flux linkage for constant values of q-axis current

0.35

0.4 ------:---------------~--------: -------;- ------: -------~------------- ---: --------

---+-Id=~ DA i 1 ~ j" i I

------i---I.t-:;i--4OA+-------~-------i-------i-------+------+-------i----<
-:-Id=: SOA: : : : : :&
=tc~~}~~+······r···++...~
.1"T] ~ .••..•.~••..••,••••••I
I •.~.T ••LI ••••I
;~;: : :: :: i:-~~ ---T-----r-----r-------:------T-----~--------~-------( oj

&
~ 0.2
~

20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
Iq [A]

UI
.~

iT 0.1

Figure 2.5 - q-axis flux linkage for constant values of d-axis current
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From equations (2.13) and (2.14) the d- and q-axis self-inductances are defined as

'GA 'GALd =__d and L =--q
Oi q Oi

d q

(2.17 )

These equations are used together with the results in Figs. 2.4 and 2.5 to calculate the

d- and q-axis self-inductances and are given in Fig. 2.6 below.

0.03 - - - -:-----;---- -; ----:-- - -;-----;--- -:- ---:-----:----:
I , , I I I I I , I
, , , , I I , , I ,
I , , , I I , I I I

o.ms ~-----i-----j----j -- -i-----j ---j----i--- -j----j
0.02 --- ----;-----:----:-----:-----:----:-----:-

, , , I I , ,

, I I I I ,
, I I I I ,
, I I I I , ,

___ • L .1 .'. I.- .1 -'_

, • I I I I ,
, I I , I I
, I I , I I
, I I I , I
, I I I I I

0.01 ----~-- .: ---~----~-----~----~----~----+----~----~
, " '" I
I " '" I
, I I I "
, I I I "

0.005 - - - - ~ - - - - -, - - ~ - - -- ~ - - -- -:- - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - ~- - - - - ~ - - - - ~
I , I I , I I
I I I I , , I

, I I • , I
I , I ,

oo 20 40 80 II) 111) 121) 140 180 111) 200

idi ....

(a)

0.018 -- - - ;-----,----c----; --- --,-- --c--- -,- ---c- ---- c----,
, , , , , I I , , ,
, , I I , I I , , ,

0.018 ----:----~-----~----:----~-----~--- ;----~-----~ ---;
, , , I , , I , I I
, , , I , , I , I I

0.014 ----i -----:-----~----{---- -:-----~----~-----:-----r----l
, , , , , I I I I I
, , , , , , I I I I
, , , , , I , I I I

0.012 - - - - ~ - - - - -:- - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - -:- - - - - ~----~- - - - +----~----~, , , , , , , , , ,, , , , , , , , , ,

:;: 0.01 -- j-----~----~ ---j-----~----~----j-----i- ---~----j
~ 0.008 - - - ~ - - - - -:- - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - -:- - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - -:- - - - - ~ - - - - ~, , , , , , , , , ,

0.008 \ -- ~-----~----~----~-----~----~----~----~- --~----~
, , , , , , , , , ,, , , , , , , , , ,

0.004 -. --;-----~----~---+ ----~----~----;----~----.~ --;
, , , , , , , , , ,, , , , , , , , ,

0.002 -'- - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - -:- - - - - r - - - - _:- :- - - - - r - - - - ï

oo ~ ~ ~ m ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Iql ....

(b)

Figure 2.6 - (a) d-axis self-inductance (b) q-axis self inductance versus current

Equations (2.13) and (2.14) also defines the d- and q-axis mutual inductances [15] as

'GA 'GAMd =__d andM =--q
Oi q Oi

q d

x 111·
o ----,-- --,---------,----------c----,----,-----c----,

, , I I , , I

I I "" I
I I I I , , ,
I I I I I , I

, I , I , , , , , ,

-1 - - - ~--- --:--- -+----~-----;-----~----~----~-----~----~
, , ", , ,, , ,, , ,
, , I , , , , , , ,

-2 -- -~-----:-----~----~-----:_----~----~-----'---- , --=-::
, , , , " '"
, , I , , , , , , ,

, , I " '" I

~-3 --- ~----i----~----;- ---~----~ __;----~---;--__;
:::E :::::::';:

I , , , , " "
, , I , , " "... ----'---+-- ~---+--+---~----~----+----~----~

, " ,,'", " '" ,, , " ", ,
, , " '" ,

-5 - - - - ~ - - - -' - - - - ~- - - - ~- - - _+_ - - - ~- - -+---~-----~----~
, " "'"
, " '" I ,, " , '"
, " I '"
, " I '"~~~~~~--~~~~--~

o ~ ~ ~ ~ 100 120 1~ 1~ 1~ ~
1d(AI

(a)

(2.18 )

X 10.4
0.5 - ---,-----,----c- ---,-- ---,- - - -;----, - - - - c- - - - - C - - - -,

, , , I , , , I , ,
, , , I , , , , • ,

o - - - -:- - --+----~----: ----~-----~----;- ---+----~----;
I '" I , , , ,
, , , I , , , , , ,

-0.5 - - --~ - - -- -:- -- - -;.- - - -~ - - ---:-----j.----~-- - --:- - - - -j. ----,
I , , , , , , • , ,
, I • , , , , , , ,
, I • , , , , , , ,

-1 - - - - ~- - - - -:_ - - - - ~ - - - - ~- - - -+ ----~----~-----;-----~----~
, , , , , , , , , ,
, , , " ",'

:;: -1.5 -- - - j -----~--- -r - - - - j - - - - -~----~ - - --j----~- --- -~----j
lT """""

:E -2 ---r----~-----r----1-----t----r----1-----:-----r----1
-2.5 - - -~ - - - - -~ - ---.----, - ----~ - - - - ~ - - - - ~ - - - - + ----~----~

, I " "',', . , " ""
-3 -- ;-----~ -~----;----~----~--- :- --~----+---;

, • , I , " "
I • , , , , , , ,

-3.5 --- -~-----:-----r----_:-----:---- -r-----:- ----:--- --r- -ï
, '", '"
, " I

...o~~~~~~~~~m~l~OO~l20~l~~~l~~l~~~~
Iql ....

(b)

Figure 2.7 - (a) d-axis mutual inductance (b) q-axis mutual inductance versus current

These results is now converted to lookup tables and used in the blocks for Aq, Ad, Mq,

Md, ~ and _1_in the diagram. These lookup tables have got two inputs that are not
q Ld

shown on Fig 2.3. The d- and q-axis currents are the reference for these lookup tables.
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2.2.2 Torque Equation in dq-variables

In the preVIOUSsection the two dq-equations for the voltage were derived. To

complete the dq-model of the RSM the equation for the torque as a function of the

current and the flux linkage must be defined. This equation can be derived from the

power. The complete equation for the torque is given by [12] as:

( 2.19 )

This equation is further simplified by neglecting the variation of the flux linkage

versus rotor position as discussed earlier. Therefore

( 2.20 )

2.2.3 Mechanical model

The equation for the mechanical system is given by [26] as

Tem = Jeq d{J),m + [JeqO),m + TL
dl

( 2.21)

where Tern is the torque of the RSM according the equation (2.20), TL is the load

torque, Jeq and (3eqis the inertia and the friction respectively and Wnn the mechanical

speed of the machine.

The inertia and friction can be written as follows:

( 2.22)

( 2.23)

where Jm and JL are the inertia of the machine and the load respectively. Also [Jm and

[JL are the friction of the machine and the load respectively.

The relation between the mechanical speed and the electrical speed is:

(2.24 )
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and the electrical angle of the rotor can be determined by integrating the electrical

angular velocity, thus

( 2.25)

The equations for the torque, speed and rotor position are combined in the simulation

block diagram of Fig. 2.7.

Figure 2.8 - Simulation block diagram of RSM-torque and mechanical system.

2.2.4 Electromagnetic Torque Production

Consider the space vector diagram of the RSM shown in Fig. 2.8. In the diagram the

current and flux linkage space vectors are shown. The current space vector can be

placed at any position with respect to the d-axis of the rotor. Because of the difference

in reluctance of the rotor at different angles the ideal position for the rotor is to be

aligned with the MMF wave. The reason for this is that the minimum reluctance flux

path is through the d-axis. If the stator MMF is placed in such a way that the rotor is

not aligned, the rotor is going to move to align and torque is developed.

q-axis

i,

Figure 2.9 - Space vector diagram of the RSM
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The magnitude of the torque produced is proportional to the cross product of the

fundamental flux linkage vector and the current vector.

( 2.26 )

where k is a constant. Eqn. (2.24) can be rewritten as

T = kAJ, sin(r) ( 2.27 )

with A.. and Is are the magnitudes of the stator flux linkage and the current space

vector respectively. Equations. (2.24 and 2.25) can be expressed in terms of the dq-

components as

(2.28 )

where Act and f.q are the d- and q-axis fundamental stator flux linkage components and

Id and Iq the fundamental stator current components. The d- and q-axis inductances Ld

and Lq can be defined as

( 2.29 )

and eqn (2.26) can be expressed as

T = t p(Ld - Lq Yd1q ( 2.30 )

or

( 2.31 )

where ¢ is the angle of the stator current vector.

If Ld and Lq are constant in eqn (2.31), the maximum torque is produced at a current

angle ¢ of 45°. This is according to theory however, because of non-linearity like

saturation and cross-magnetization, the current angle for the maximum torque is

higher. Through experimental testing and simulation the angle is typical between 60° -

70°.
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3 - Power Converter and Conventional Current-

Control Techniques

From the mathematical model of the RSM, as given in Chapter 2, it is clear that the

RSM can be controlled by controlling the frequency and amplitude of the 3-phase

supply voltage. This can be done in the open loop mode, without feedback of the rotor

position or current, by slowly varying the supply frequency. This can only be used for

no-load or small load conditions.

However to have good dynamic performance the current vector must be controlled

with respect to the position of the rotor. To effectively control the current vector the

voltage vector have to be controlled and therefore a power electronic converter is

used. Together with the converter a current controller is needed. There are also

various methods of current control. This chapter will consider a few conventional

current control techniques as well as certain obstacles encountered with these

techniques. Firstly the power electronic converter topologies that can be used are

considered.

3.1 Power Electronic Converters

There are basically two types of de-to-ac voltage source converters. The one

commonly used is the 3-phase halve-bridge inverter. This inverter consists of three

phase-arms and a de-link capacitor bank as shown in Fig 3.1.

en
:::lco
CJo

Phase C
Phase B
Phase A

Figure 3.1 - Three-phase halve-bridge inverter topology
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This topology has the advantage that only 3 phase-terminals of the machine and three

cables are necessary. The machine can be connected in delta or in star and in the star

connection the star point is not used. One of the limits is that with this topology only

halve of the dc-bus voltage on average can be applied over a phase during switching.

Another topology that can be used is the full-bridge inverter. This inverter uses six

phase-arms instead of the three for the halve-bridge inverter. The inverter is shown in

Fig.3.2.

til
::Jco
oo

Phase A Phase B Phase C

Figure 3.2 - Three-phase full-bridge Inverter

There are three important differences of this inverter compared to the halve-bridge

inverter. The first is that each phase is controlled independently. The second

difference is that the full bus-voltage can be applied to a phase winding.

An important advantage is that unipolar switching can be used instead of bipolar

switching. With unipolar switching the virtual switching frequency is double that of

the actual switching frequency. This gives a lower current ripple than with the lower

switching frequency. This converter was available in the laboratory and is used in the

project for the dynamic control of the RSM.

3.1.1 Simulation of the full-bridge inverter

The full-bridge inverter configuration of Fig. 3.2 with unipolar switching is

implemented in the project. With unipolar switching the two phase-arms of the full-

bridge is operating independent of each other. The voltage over a phase can be

positive Vdc, negative Vdc or zero. This enables the machine to apply a switching

frequency over the phase winding of double the switching frequency applied to the

power electronic switches.
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Unipolar switching is applied by comparing the reference voltage to a triangle wave,

with a frequency that of the switching frequency, and if the reference value is higher

than the triangle wave at any instance the output is high, otherwise the output is low.

This result is the PWM signal for the first phase-arm. The PWM signal for the other

phase-arm of the same phase is generated in the same way but the negative of the

reference voltage is compared with the triangle wave. This switching strategy for one

phase is described by the block diagram as shown in Fig. 3.3. This block diagram is

used in the simulation of the inverter. The de-bus voltage in this project is about 550V

and the switching frequency is 3.33kHz.

IV\
3.33kHz

+v.
Va-v,S'

z

.:..'i..

-1 _v.I'

v.:

Figure 3.3 - Simulation block diagram of phase-a

3.1.2 Transfer function of the inverter

If the effects of the time delay and switching frequency of the converter are ignored,

then the transfer function of the converter can be simplified by means of a constant, as

shown in Fig. 3.4. Both the delay and the switching frequency have practically no

effect in general on the control system.

DC Bus

Figure 3.4 - Transfer function of the inverter
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To obtain this transfer function and in particular the value of Kinv, the output voltage

Vout is simulated as well as measured on the actual drive system for different values of

the input voltage reference Vin. The simulated and measured output voltage versus the

input voltage reference in the DSP controller is given in Fig. 3.5. The scale of the

input voltage reference is as it is implemented in the DSP.

, ,
" I I I

500 ---- -- -~---- - ---:- - - - - -- -~--- --- - ~----- ---~---- -- -; -- -- - -~---
I I I I I I

, '" I I

I '" I
I '" I I
I "' I I
I I , , , I I

400 -.-_. - -1--- - -_Mt - - - - ---i-- -----1-- ---- --~- -- - - -r - --- - --i---
, , " ,

~ :::::: ,
~ 300 -------t-------:--------t------- !--------t-------r--------i---

I I I , I I ,
, I I , , I I

200 -------;--------:----- -r----+-- --f-------;-------l---
, I I I I I
, I I I , I I

100 -------~-- ----~--------(----j--------~-------j-------~---
, I I , I I
, I , , , I
, I , I I I
r , , , , Io~~--~--~--~--~--~--~

o 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400
Input reference in DSP

Figure 3.5 - Inverter transfer function results

From this results it can be seen that the simulated and the measured results is close to

each other. The simulated model is in fact a good representation of the actual drive.

The small difference between the simulated and measured results are because of the

assumption made about the time delay and switching frequency.

From the results in Fig 3.5 the values of'Ks., is given as obtained in each case as:

Kinv.sim = 0.381 and Kinv.prac = 0.377

Thus Kinv is taken as 0.377 in the design of the controllers of the RSM system as

described in the next chapter.

3.2 Conventional Current control methods

There are a few basic or conventional methods for controlling the current in electrical

machine drive systems. Fig. 3.6 shows a block diagram of a three-phase power

converter system with current regulation. The two most commonly used methods are

the PWM and hysteresis current regulators. These methods are briefly described in the

following sub-sections. There are also thousands of other more advanced methods.
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3 phase
50Hz

ia

f t PWM ibC

Inverter
(

v' v' V·
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i;(1) Current-
(t)

T
Regulator

(!)

t)

t)

Figure 3.6 - Power system with current regulation

3.2.1 PWM Current Control

The first current control technique discussed in this section is the PWM current

regulator that uses a constant switching frequency. A block diagram of the P~

regulator is shown in Fig. 3.7.

K

Figure 3.7 - Block diagram ofPWM current regulator

As is shown in Fig. 3.7 the measured current, ia, is subtracted from the reference

current i,* to obtain the error in the current. This error is multiplied by the constant K

and the voltage Vin * is compared with a fixed frequency and amplitude triangular

wave. If the magnitude of the control voltage is less than that of the triangular wave

the phase arm is switched to positive VDC in the case of a full-bridge inverter.

Otherwise the phase arm is switched to the negative ofVDc.
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This controller is applied to each of the phases of the system. A PI controller can also

replace the constant K in Fig. 3.7. A simulation of the PWM current regulator done by

Brod and Novotny [18] is shown in Fig. 3.8. The regulator that is implemented is aK

controller. This result shown that the measured current has a phase as well as a

magnitude difference with respect to the reference current. The magnitude and phase

difference can by minimized by increasing the value of K (see Fig. 3.7). Care must be

taken with the choice of K, because the control can become unstable for large values

of K. By using a PI controller in place the constant K the magnitude and phase

difference can be improved, but there will still be a error because of the ac waveform

f i •o la.

...=+---4---~-7Yr~~~-+---+~N,
o~:+---4---~--~--~---+---+--~
, 0.0 0.71 1.43 2.14 2.86 4.29 5.0

-2TIME (S.c.) "10

Figure 3.8 - Simulated PWM regulator by Brod and Novotny [19]

3.2.2 HysteresisCurrent Control .

The hysteresis current regulator is also a well-known and very simple current

regulator. A block diagram of the hysteresis current regulator is given in Fig. 3.9.

*
f-----1 JIF ~Vin ------i =f ~

oh ' +

Figure 3.9 - Block diagram of the Hysteresis current regulator
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The error between the reference current and the measured current is put through a

hysteresis switch. Looking at Fig. 3.10 it can be seen that a hysteresis band of

magnitude h is around the reference current. If the measured current reaches either of

these limits, the output of the hysteresis switch changes. This method is also called a

bang-bang current regulator.

I

i+h ------..--------------------------------------~11--- _

.*~~~--~--~~--~-------la

i-h ----------------------------------------------------------------------

t

Figure 3.10 - Reference and measured current of the hysteresis current regulator

The regulator is simulated amongst other by Brod and Novotny in [19] and the result

is given in Fig. 3.11. The switching frequency of this current regulator is not constant

as in the case of the PWM current regulator, as can be seen in Fig. 3.11. This creates a

problem, because in a digital control system it is necessary to have a constant

switching frequency for measuring the ac currents. In some instances the switching

frequency of the measured current is much higher that the frequency of the control

loop. This is a good regulator if implemented as an analog controller, but not that well

suited for a digital controller .

...~~~4-~-+--~----~~~-4~
ï
o
~o.....--t---t----t---rI'---i--I..

'":r---4----+--~~--+---_r--~,
o

~~--~---+--~----+---~--~
'.0 0.83 1.67 2.50 3.ll

TlKE !S.c:.) _10·:2

4.17 5.0

Figure 3.11 - Simulated hysteresis regulator by Brod and Novotny [19]

There are thus disadvantages in both methods with respect to the error between the

measured and reference currents. In Chapter 4 a current control method is proposed
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that have good dynamic response with almost no error in current. The method also

decouples the cross-magnetization between the phases.

3.3 Synchronised Control Loops with Digital Control

In digital current control it is important to measure, in a switching cycle, the average

or fundamental value of the current. This can be done by

(i) synchronising the program control loop (and the sampling of the currents)

with the triangular wave of the PWM generator, and

(ii) sampling the current at the right instant in a switching cycle.

A third requirement is to sample the current at the instant when no power switching is

taking place, to avoid noise measurement.

In the DSP controller there are basically two control loops running. The one is the

control program loop, which consists of all the measurements and control decisions.

The second control loop running is the PWM generator, which receives the voltage

references from the control program loop as shown in Fig. 3.12.

v'
1\

a

v.'
Measurements Program b PWM To Inverter

li' V· Generator
c

DSP

Figure 3.12 - Block diagram ofDSP controlloops

Looking at the synchronising of the program control loop and the triangular wave of

the PWM generator, the actual and sampled current of a RL circuit is simulated. The

results in Fig. 3.13, of the two loops that are synchronised, show the actual current

(blue) being sampled on its fundamental component by the measured current (green).
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Figure 3,13 - Actual and measured current for synchronised loops

Looking now at Fig. 3.14, which is the results of the two loops that are not

synchronized, it can be seen that especially at the peak of the actual current wave

(blue) the measured current differs a lot from the fundamental of the actual current.

2.----,-----,-----,-----.-----.----~

1.5 ----- - -_---~--- -- -----,- ----- - - -- ~-- - ------ --~- - -_--------:- -- - -_-- - --, , ,, , ,, ,, ,, ,, ,
, , , , I

1 ----------+------ - t----------t------- '~------------:__---------
~ , : : , :i 0.5 ----------: --------i----------+--------+----- :-:t----------
Cl : : : : '

'.~. j i i I " " c

.Q.S -----------r-----------t-----------i-----------~------------1-----------
, I , , ,
, I , , ,, , , , ,
, I, I, ,"
, " I_1L___~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

0.052 0.053 0.054 0.055 0.056 0.057 0.058
lime [51

Figure 3.14 - Actual and measured current for unsynchronised loops

Now, considering the right instant to measure the current, the best time is when the

triangle wave of the PWM generator is at a maximum or a minimum, because

switching occurs between these two time points and the sampling is on the

fundamental components of the current.
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In Fig. 3.15 the triangle wave reference of the PWM generator (black), the reference

and actual currents (red) and the measured current (blue) are shown. In this figure

sampling is done at the minimum value of the triangle waveform. If the switching

frequency is much higher than the base frequency of the ac current, then for a small

part of the current waveform the waveform can be considered as constant, as assumed

in Fig. 3.15. The minimum point of the triangle waveform will always be in the

middle of the switching points and the measured value will be on the fundamental of

the actual current.

1

Vtri

Figure 3.15 - illustration of the sampling of current with PWM switching.
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4 - Digital decoupling current-control technique for

theRSM

In the previous chapter the conventional current-control techniques are discussed. In

this chapter a decoupling current-control technique is used for the RSM drive. This

technique is applied in the dqO- reference frame and consists of amongst other things

proportional-integral controllers and decoupling of the speed-voltages. The layout,

design and implementation of this control technique in the digital controller are

covered.

4.1 Description of the decoupling current-control technique

The current control technique is implemented as mentioned in the dqO-reference

frame. The three phase currents of the machine are transformed, using the Park-

transform. These d- and q-axis currents are then subtracted from the d- and q- axis

reference currents (see Fig. 4.1). The PI controllers react on the errors between the

reference and actual currents to control the currents in the dq-phases. Adding or

subtracting the cross-magnetization and speed-voltages from the output voltage

signals of the PI controllers decouple the control from the interferences of cross-

magnetization and speed voltage fluctuation. The output voltages are then transformed

back to the abc- reference frame and applied to the PWM inverter to power the

machine. The block diagram of this control strategy is given in Fig. 4.1.

PWM
Inverter J--t-t--r----IC}..

Figure 4.1 - Decoupling current control diagram
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4.2 Design of the current-controller

There are a few aspects that have to be considered in the design of the current

controllers. The decoupling of the various voltages mentioned in the previous section

and the design of the two PI controllers are discussed in this section. The last part of

this section explains the implementation of the current loops the simulation software

as well as on the actual system itself.

4.2.1 Decoupling of the speed voltages

There are a few variables that can have an influence on the operation of the current

controllers. Referring back to equation (2.15) and (2.16) there are two disturbances

that affects the performance of the current controllers. The first of these disturbances

are the speed voltages. A speed voltage is given by the product of the electrical speed

and the flux linkage of the opposite axis. This means that the speed voltages are

dependent on the speed of the machine and during acceleration these voltages affect

the total voltage necessary to control the current. Equation (2.15) and (2.16) can be

rewritten as:

( ~) (. L' did) M' diqvd + {J)re/l-q = rsld + d - + d-
dt dt

( 4.1 )

( 4.2)

In the case of the control of the q-axis current, the q-axis voltage is affected by lUreAd'

while in the case of the d-axis current, the d-axis voltage increasing with {J)reAq. If the

speed voltages can be decoupled form the current control loop, the PI controllers will

only respond to the currents through the stator resistance, self-inductance and mutual

inductance. Adding or subtracting these speed voltages from the output voltages of the

PI controllers will decouple the control from the speed voltages.
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The d-axis current loop is given in Fig. 4.2(a). After the PI controller the speed

voltage is subtracted and then inside the machine model the speed voltage is added

again. This ideally cancels the speed voltage in the current control loop. The same is

done for the q-axis as shown in Fig. 4.2(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2 - Decoupling of speed voltages

4.2.2 Decoupling of the cross-magnetization voltages

From equations 4.1 and 4.2 it can be seen that with the speed voltages removed, there

are still terms left that will cause disturbances in the current control. These are the

cross-magnetization terms. The two equations can be rewritten as:

( 4.3)

( 4.4)

According to these equations the cross-magnetization terms must be added in the

controller to compensate for the subtracting of them in the machine model. This is

shown in the diagram of Fig. 4.3. As with the speed voltages, the cross-magnetization

terms can be ideally cancelled out, or else the PI-current controllers are decoupled

from the effect of these terms.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3 - Decoupling of cross-magnetization and speed voltages

4.2.3 Transfer function of the system

As seen from the previous section the speed voltages and the mutual inductances can

be ignored in the design of the PI controllers because they are decoupled and have no

influence on the transient performance of the current control system. The controller is

digital and therefore the PI controllers are designed in the discrete-time system or z-

plane. With this in mind the block diagram for the each of the current loops is shown

as in Fig. 4.4.

PI Zoh

Figure 4.4 - Block diagram of current control system in general

Because of the digital design a sampler and Zoh block are added to the loop. Kinv is

the constant that represent the transfer function of the inverter and Ks is the scaling

constant for the current signals into the fixed-point digital controller.
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In the continuous-time system or s-plane the transfer function of the PI controller is

given as:

K.
D(s)=Kp +-'

s
( 4.5)

This function can by transformed to the discrete-time system by using the backward

difference method. The relationship between the s-plane and the z-plane using this

method is s = z -1 where T is the sample period. Using this relationship, the PI
zT

controller in the discrete-time system can be written as follows:

(Kp +TK;)z-KpD( z) = ---'-------'-
z-1

( 4.6)

The transfer function of the system and the Zoh circuit must be jointed in the s-plane

and then transformed to the z-plane. The transfer function of the Zoh block is given

by:

( 4.7)

and that of the system by:

1
Gs(s)=-,--

L s+rs
( 4.8)

where L' is the phase self-inductance. The transfer function of the system and Zoh

circuit is thus from equations 4.7 and 4.8 the following:

G(S)=(I-e-sr{_!_)( ,1 J.
\s sL+rs

( 4.9)

This transfer function is transformed to the discrete-time system and IS given as

follows:

_rsT

1-e L'
( 4.10)
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The total closed loop transfer function of the current loop is calculated by using

equations 4.6 and 4.10 as follows:

( 4.11 )

This equation is used for the calculation of the yet unknown variables of the two PI

controllers.

4.2.4 Root locus design of the PI controllers

The diagram of the current loop as given by Fig. 4.4 can be used for both the d-axis

and q-axis PI controllers. These two controllers are designed separately in the

following sub-sections.

a. Q-axis PI current loop

The open loop transfer function of the current loop is derived from equation (4.?)

and (4.1 0). The parameters used is as follows:

R, = 48.9mO (stator resistance of the RSM)

T = 300jlSek. (sampling period)

Ks = 1.7067 (conversion factor for DSP)

Kinv = 0.377 (transfer function of inverter)

The outstanding parameter that is needed is a steady state value of the q-axis self-

inductance. This value is chosen at the full-load operation point of the q-axis self-

inductance versus current curve shown in Fig. 2.5, because the inductance is

almost constant over the whole region accept at very low currents. The rated

current of the machine is 1l0A rms. Thus with Iq = 141A and LJ = 66A (Current

angle = 680

), the q-axis inductance is:

t,' = 1.37mB (steady state q-axis self-inductance at full-load)
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Now the open loop transfer function can be calculated as:

Got(z) = D(z)(KsKinJG(z)

=D(z) 0.1401
z-0.9894

( 4.12)

Using the transfer function, a root locus design is done to determine the transfer

function of the PI controller. This design is done with the help of MAT LAB for the

following specifications:

t,~2 milliseconds (settling time)

~> 1 (over damped damping factor)

The root locus is shown in Fig. 4.5(b) together with the unit step response of the

system in Fig. 4.5(a).

Step Response
Preen Uil)

~ot locus Design

0.8
/

0.6

0.4

~ 0.2,'

i 0

lê -0.2'

-0.4

-0.6

-0.8

llme(sec:.} 1.10'

·1'--~~~-'=-
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 U U U U 1

Real Axis

(a) (b)

Figure 4.5 - (a) Step Response and (b) Root-locus of the q-axis current loop

The system has a settling time of 1.21milliseconds and is over damped (see Fig.

4.5(a». From the root locus the gain of the PI controller as well as the position of

the pole and zero is obtained (see Fig. 4.5(b». These values are given in the

transfer function of the PI controller in equation (4.13) below:

D(z)= 5(z-0.99)
z-1

5z-4.95
z-1

( 4.13)=---

and the values of proportional and integral constants are calculated as:

Kp = 4.95 and K, = 166.67

for the q-axis PI current controller.
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b. D-axis PI current loop

Most of the parameters used for the design of the d-axis PI controller are the same

as for the q-axis PI design, with the exception of the d-axis self-inductance. The

self-inductance that is used is chosen again at full-load. The curve for the d-axis

self-inductance in Fig. 2.5 is not linear, but around the full-load the inductance is

taken as almost constant. With this in mind the response in the full-load region

will be designed fast so that the response in the other working regions are

satisfactory. The self-inductance in the full-load region is (see Fig. 2.5):

Ld,min'= 2.5mH (Steady-state d-axis self-inductance at full-load)

The self-inductance at halve-load is also looked at to evaluate the response in the

lower load region. This inductance is (see Fig. 2.5):

Ld,max'= 12mH (Steady-state d-axis self-inductance at halve load)

The open loop transfer function is calculated again as:

=D(z) 0.07695
z-0.9942

( 4.14)

With this transfer function a root-locus design is used to calculate the transfer

function constants of the PI controller. The design is done in MATLAB, as is done

for the q-axis control system. The specifications are as follows:

7s ~ lrnilliseconds (settling time)

~> 1 (over damped)

The root-locus plot and the step response of the system are shown in Fig. 4.6.
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Figure 4.6 - (a) Step response and (b) Root-locus of the d-axis current loop

The system has a settling time of about 900p,s which is just less than the 1ms mark.

It is also over damped. This design is done with the d-axis self-inductance taken at

full-load. The controller's response is also evaluated at halve-load to see what the

effect of the variation in inductance is. The step response for this is shown in Fig.

4.7.

Step Response
FI't"'1I' l~ Il

Figure 4.7 - Step response of the d-axis current loop at half-load.

This response will affect the step response of the actual system at low current

because of the non-linearity in the d-axis inductance. From the root locus the gain

of the PI controller as well as the position of the pole and zero are obtained (see

Fig. 4.6(b )). These values are given in the transfer function of the PI controller in

equation 4.15 below:

D(z) = 10(z-0.999)
z-l

10z -9.99
z-l

( 4.15)=----
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and the values of proportional and integral constants are calculated as:

Kp = 9.99 and K, = 33.333

for the d-axis PI current controller.

4.3 Implementation of the current controller

The current controller is implemented in two ways. First by simulation of the

controller and the whole drive system and secondly by implementing in an actual

drive system using a fixed-point DSP digital controller. For the simulation the

SIMUWIN software, developed by the University of Stellenbosch, is used. In the

simulation the controller is implemented in exactly the same way as in the actual

controller so that actual results can be compared with simulated results.

4.3.1 Simulation of the current controller

There are a few sets of components in the simulation of the dq current-controller. The

first set of components is the transfer functions of the dq PI controllers. These transfer

functions, as derived in the design section of this chapter, are realised in the z-plane.

The basic block diagram for these transfer functions is shown in Fig. 4.8.

Figure 4.8 - Simulation block diagram of'Pl controller

The block diagram is realised from equation (4.6) where Kp is the proportional

constant, K, the integral constant and z' the unit delay at the sampling rate.
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The second set of components is the scaling of the feedback currents, reference

currents, speed and angle from their actual magnitudes to magnitudes that can be

handled within the digital controller. This also includes the sampling of these inputs

and due to the use of a fixed point DSP controller for the drive system because of the

truncation of the inputs and other signals.

Figure 4.9 - Sampling, scaling and truncation of inputs

A Zoh block is used for the sampling and is set at the sampling frequency, that is also

equal to the switching frequency. Following the Zoh block is the scaling factor of the

DSP for the current. This factor is calculated as follows:

K = Maximum of A / D output
S Maximum real current

=~=1.7067
300A

( 4.16)

The last block truncates the value, in other words, it converts the value from a

floating-point value to a fixed-point value.

The third set of components is the park- and the inverse park-transform block as

discussed in Chapter two. These two blocks is used to transform the currents and

voltages into the appropriate reference frame.
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The total diagram for the controller is as follows:

""',
IbReI

laRet

_ 'SpeedVoiD

_ SpeedVolQ

Figure 4.10 - Simuwin simulation diagram of current controller

The inputs on the left of Fig. 4.10 are the reference currents, electrical angle and the

speed of the machine. These inputs are scaled as discussed earlier. The inputs in the

top-right comer are the actual measured currents of the machine and these are also

scaled. The currents are in the abc-reference frame and are therefore transformed to

the dqO-reference frame by means of the Park-transformation implemented in the

AbcdqTB-block. These measured dq-currents are then subtracted from the dq-

reference currents and the error values are given to the two PI controllers

implemented in the Plq- and Pld-blocks as discussed earlier in the section.

In the middle of the diagram the speed-voltages and cross-magnetization terms are

calculated and decoupled from the system at the outputs of the PI controllers. The

speed-voltages are calculated using two look-up tables that were generated from the

finite-element results given in Chapter two. The curves used to generate the look-up

tables for each of the dq-currents are chosen at the rated current of the opposite dq-

current.

The cross-magnetization blocks also consist of two look-up tables determining Md'

and Mq', that is then multiplied by the derivative of the dq-currents as expressed in

equations (4.1) and (4.2) and shown in Fig. 4.3.
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4.3.2 Practical implementation of the current controller

The current-controller is also implemented in an actual RSM drive system using a

fixed-point DSP controller. The hardware of the controller is described in detail in

Chapter 6. The controller measures the 3-phase currents of the machine and converts

these to digital values to be used by the processor. The position and speed are

measured digitally using a resolver and then read by the processor. The rest of the

control is implemented in software running in the DSP processor.

The program is written in ANSI C-code. As with the simulation implementation

discussed in the previous section, the separate parts of the controller are described and

also how these are programmed into the source program. The diagram of the

controller program and the flow chart are shown in Fig. 4.11.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.11 - Program diagram (a) and flow chart (b) of the current control program

The main part of the program is an infinite for-loop in which all the tasks are done in

one sampling period. This loop-time is the sampling time of the controller and starts

on the lowest value of the triangle wave used for the PWM generation. The sampling

rate is equal to the switching frequency of the PWM generator.
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The first task of the control program is the reading of the measured values starting

with the three phase currents, the speed and then the current reference command. This

part includes the scaling of the measured values, which is necessary because of the

method of measurement and the type of analog-to-digital conversion that is used. The

currents are measured with a hall effect "LEM" module together with an analog

circuit, before being converted to a digital value within the DSP. The constant for this

conversion IS:

T/ I . 'd DS'D (current reference (V))( Digital Value ) A I C
I'a ue inst e r = x ctua urrent

Actual Current Current reference (V)

( 2.5V)( 512 )= -- -- x Actual Current
300A 2.5V

= (1.7067) x Actual Current

The C-code for the reading of the current, speed and current reference is given below.

The first part is the ADC control code to read the values. The ADC can only read

positive values because the input to the ADC is between 0 and 5V. The voltage,

representing the current measurement, is offset by 2.5V before being inputted to the

ADC. Inside the DSP the zero level is thus at the halve-way value of the lO-bit ADC,

which is at 512. The second part is to scale this value back to a 0 reference level, as

well as to a 16-bit value because the DSP uses a 16-bit data bus.

/* Read data in from ADC6 (Current Ic) and ADC15 (Rotor speed) */

ADCTRL 1 -> ADC1 CHSEL = 6; /* Select ADC5 to be read */

ADCTRL 1 -> ADC2CHSEL = 7; r Select ADC15 to be read */

ADCTRL 1 -> ADCSOC = 1; /* Begin conversion */

while (ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG == 0); /* Wait for completion of conversion */

ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG = 1; 1* Reset flag */

IcBack = *ADCFIF01; /* Read in data */

Speed = *ADCFIF02;

IcBack = IcBack » 6; /* Scaling data */

IcBack &= Ox03FF;

IcBack = IcBack - 512;

Speed = Speed» 6;

Speed &= Ox03FF;

Speed = -(Speed - 512);

/* Scaling data *j

/* From 5V to 2.5V max. */
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Following this is the reading of the position. This is done using a resolver together

with its digital circuitry. This gives the DSP an l l-bit accurate mechanical angle and

from that a lO-bit accurate electrical angle of the machine's rotor position or obtained.

Thus the angle for 0 to 3600 is equal to 0 to 1023 in the DSP, which gives an

increment in the DSP of 0.20 mechanical and 0.40 electrical.

The position is read in as follows:

'* Reading the position of the rotor *'

1* The mechanical rotor angle is 0 - 2047 to give an electrical rotor *'

1* angle of 0 - 1023. The sine table will have a max. magnitude of 255 *'

*PCDATDIR &= OxFFFD;

*PCDATDIR &= OxFFFE;

MrotorAngle = *Datain;

*PCDATDIR 1= Ox0003;

r Make IOPC1 (FREEZE) = 0 *'

'* Make IOPCO (ENABLE) = 0 *'

'* Make IOPC1 (FREEZE) = 1 *'

r Make IOPCO (ENABLE) = 1 *'

1* Make position a 16-bit value "l

The position value is read in from the resolver in the first part and saved into

MrotorAngle. The resolver is l2-bit accurate and is converted to a l ó-bit value for the

DSP calculations. A fixed angle is added to the mechanical rotor angle to line-up the

zero position of the rotor to the correct position of the stator. The last part of the code

is the calculation of the electrical angle, ErotorAngle.

MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle » 5;

MrotorAngle &= Ox07FF;

MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle + 757;

if (MrotorAngle > 2047)

{MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle - 2047;}

'* Zero angle by adding a constant *'

After the input of al parameters the measured currents are converted to the dqtl-

reference plane. As mentioned earlier the Park-transformation is used for this and the

inverse of this transformation is used at the end of the program to transform the result

ErotorAngle = MrotorAngle;

if (ErotorAngle > 1023)

{ErotorAngle = ErotorAngle - 1023;}

1* Calculate the electrical rotor angle "l
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of the controllers back to the 3-phase plane to obtain three reference values for the

inverter. For these transformations the angles used are in the 0 - 1023 range. The code

for the Park-transformation is given below as:

1* Calculation of angles for the Park-transformation *1

1* Elec. Angle + 90 grade *1angleA1 = ErotorAngle + 256;

if (angleA1 > 1023)

{angleA1 = angleA1 - 1023;}

angleB1 = ErotorAngle - 341;

if (angleB1 < 0)

{angleB1 = angleB1 + 1023;}

angleB2 = ErotorAngle - 85;

if (angleB2 < 0)

{angleB2 = angleB2 + 1023;}

angleC1 = ErotorAngle + 341 ;

if (angleC1 > 1023)

{angleC1 = angleC1 - 1023;}

angleC2 = ErotorAngle + 597;

if (angleC2 > 1023)

{angleC2 = angleC2 - 1023;}

/* Elec. Angle - 120 grade *1

1* Elec. Angle -120 grade + 90 grade *1

1* Elec. Angle + 120 grade *1

/* Elec. Angle + 120 grade + 90 grade *1

The transformation and it's inverse is done by first scaling down the input values to

prevent overflow in the DSP (see Fig. 4.11). Then the transformation equations are

realized. The sine of the angles is obtained from a sine look-up table that is loaded,

together with the program, into the DSP. After the transformation, the values are

scaled up to their original scale. This scaling up and down of the values influence the

accuracy and the dynamics of the current controller. The reason for the scaling is to

prevent overflow within the processor. The two transformations in the C-program is:

/* abc-to-qdo transformation (Park -1) *1

laBack = laBack 14;

IbBaek = IbBaek 1 4;

IcBack = leBack 14;

/* Scaling *1

IqBaek = (laBaek*sine(angleA 1) )/256 + (lbBack*sine(angleB2))/256 +
(lcBaek*sine(angleC2))/256;
IdBaek = (laBaek*sine(ErotorAngle))/256 + (lbBack*sine(angleB1 ))/256 +

(lcBack*sine(angleC1 ))/256;

IqBack = 4 * (lqBack*213);

IdBack = 4 * (ldBack*213);
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/* qdo-to-abe transformation (Park) */

Vd = Vd /16;

Vq = Vq /16;

/* Scaling */

Next is the program code of the two PI controllers. This part of the code makes use of

floating-point values because of the accuracy of the constants of the controllers. The

code is given as follows:

Va = (Vd*sine(ErotorAngle))/256 + (Vq*sine(angleA1))/256;

Vb = (Vd*sine(angleB1) )/256 + (Vq*sine(angleB2))/256;

Ve = (Vd*sine(angleC1) )/256 + (Vq*sine(angleC2))/256;

Va = 16*Va;

Vb = 16*Vb;

Ve = 16*Ve;

/* Scaling */

/* D-axis PI Controller */

Pldln = IdRef - IdBaek; /* D-as Current error */

PldOut = PldOutZ + 9.99*(Pldln - PldlnZ) + O.0099*Pldln;

/* U = U(Z-1) + Kpd*(1 - l(z-1)) + Kid*T*1 */

/* Saving data for next loop */PldOutZ = PldOut;

PldlnZ = Pldln;

Vd = (int) PldOut; 1* Convert value to integer */

r Q-axis PI Controller */

Plqln = IqRef - IqBaek; /* Q-as Current error */

PlqOut = PlqOutZ + 4.95*(Plqln - PlqlnZ) + O.05*Plqln;

/* U = U(Z-1) + Kpq*(I- l(z-1)) + Kiq*T*1 */

PlqOutZ = PlqOut;

PlqlnZ = Plqln;

Vq = (int) PlqOut;

/* Saving data for next loop */

/* Convert value to integer */
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For each controller the current error is calculated were-after the PI transfer function is

implemented. The outputs of the transfer functions are saved into two variables to be

available for the next loop as previous values. The initial values for these two

variables are set at zero.

After the PI controllers, the decoupling of the cross-magnetization and the speed

voltages are done. Is the case of the cross-magnetization two look-up tables are

generated from the results gathered from the finite element analysis as is given by Fig.

2.7. The derivative of the currents is calculated by using the following equation:

( 4.17)

where x = dor q and T is the sampling period.

The denominator of equation (4.17) is calculated by using the values of the present

current and that of the previous sampling period. If the derivative goes negative, the

polarity of the cross-magnetization also chances. This is implemented in the second

part of the program code. This code is given below. The divider of equation (4.17),

which is the sampling period, is incorporated into the look-up tables as shown in the

following equation:

Mdix _(Mx)(. . -1)-- - l + l Z
x dt T x x

Also included in the look-up tables is a scaling factor to make the values of the look-

up tables larger because of the magnitude of the values taking in to account that the

processor is a fixed-point processor and can not use values between zero and one. The

last part of this code is the addition of these voltages to the output control voltages of

the PI controllers.
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/* Decoupling of Md */

dlq_dt :;::IqBack - IqBackZ;

IqBackZ :;::IqBack;

if (IdBack < 0)

{Mdlnd :;::md(-ldBack);

Mdlnd :;::-Mdlnd;}

else

{Mdlnd :;::md(ldBack);}

MdDec :;::(Mdlnd * dlq_dt * -1) /16;

Vd :;::Vd + MdDec; /* Decouple the inductance */

/* Decoupling of Mq */

dld_dt :;::IdBack - IdBackZ;

IdBackZ:;:: IdBack;

if (IqBack < 0)

{Mqlnd :;::mq(-lqBack);

Mqlnd :;::-Mqlnd;}

else

{Mqlnd :;::mq(lqBack);}

MqDec :;::(Mqlnd * dld_dt * -1) /16;

Vq :;::Vq + MqDec; /* Decouple the inductance */

Finally the speed-voltages are decoupled. The flux linkages that are used to calculate

the speed-voltages are obtained by using look-up tables for the d- and the q-axis.

Some of the scaling is also incorporated in the look-up tables. The flux linkages are

then multiplied with the electrical speed of the machine. The program code is given

below:

/* Decoupling of Speed Voltages */

if (IdBack < 0)

{Speedvolfr= ((-1 * fluxd(-1*ldBack» * ESpeedBack) /32;}

else

{SpeedVolD :;::(f1uxd(ldBack) * ESpeedBack) / 32;}

if (IqBack < 0)

{SpeedVoIQ:;:: ((-1 * f1uxq(-1*lqBack» * ESpeedBack) /32;}

else

{SpeedVolQ :;::(f1uxq(lqBack) * ESpeedBack) / 32;}
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The complete program code for the current controller is given in the appendixes.

4.4 Simulation and testing of the current controller

In this section the two current loops of the controller are simulated separately and are

also tested on the actual RSM drive system. The simulated and the measured results

are compared to evaluate the model of the controller used in the simulation. Together

with this, different scaling values are used in the DSP and the influence of this scaling

on the current loop response is evaluated. These tests will be done while the rotor of

the machine was fixed in a stationary position.

4.4.1 Simulation of the current loops

A full load step command is given to the d-axis current and the response is simulated.

Given below in Fig. 4.12 is the simulated response of the actual (sampled) d-axis

current in relation to the reference current. The q-axis current and the speed is kept

zero in this simulation and thus do not have any effect on the d-axis response.

However the saturation of the d-axis flux does have an influence.

100,---------,------,----,----,---------,----
, I I I ,
, I I I I

90 ~~------ ---{------ -- - ---:-------- --- -,------ - -- - - -:------------ lo - ----------
, I I , I

I I I I I

80 -----------~------------~-----------~-----------~------------;-----------
I I I , I
, I I I I

70 - - - - - - - - - - - ~- - - - - - - - - - - -:- - - - - - - - - - - - ~- - - - - - - - - - -+-----------~-----------
, I I , ,
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60 ' , ,_ __ . _ ~ I ~"- ._.• -

~ 50 :::::::::::;: ----------i------r:J-::~r~::--------r:-------)------------\

1 i~: Izyr] t r
-10

-2 o 4
Time [5]

10

Figure 4.12 - Simulated Full load current step in the d-axis

The settling time is about 3 milliseconds, which is longer that the 900J.lseconds

settling time designed for. This is due to the fact that in the design the inductance was

kept constant, as where in the simulation the inductance is not constant because of the

saturation of the d-axis flux. At low current the d-axis inductance is much larger than

at high current.
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Another effect on the current response is the truncation that is cause by the fixed-point

processing of the controller. This can be seen in the steady state part of the response

where the fluctuations in the current are visible. Together with this the way of scaling

used, to prevent overflow, is also a cause of the fluctuations. The scaling of the values

and the effect of this on the response of the currents are discussed later in this chapter.

A q-axis fun load command step is also given, with the d-axis current and speed fixed

at zero. The simulated response is given below in Fig. 4.13.
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180 -----------~------------:------------{------------:------------;.-----------
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140 -----------~- -------, ,- : --_. --- - --- '--'--_. ---: .r : : : i
_ 120-----------j - -- --t--i------- - - - --j------ - -- - -~--- - - - - - - - --r - -- - - - - - ---
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-20'---~--~--~--~-~---'
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Time (5) X 10-:1

Figure 4.13 - Simulated Full load current step in the q-axis

The settling time is about l.5milliseconds and compares well with the designed

settling time of 1.21milliseconds. The designed- and the simulated response times are

closer to each other than that for the d-axis because of the much less variation in the

q-axis inductance. There are also fluctuations in the steady state part of the current

due to the fixed-point calculations and the scaling.

4.4.2 Practical testing of current loops

The results of the previous section must be verified on the actual RSM drive system.

The current controllers are tested separately. The measured plots are obtained by

writing the values of the reference current and the actual current, as it is inside the

digital controller, to the digital-to-analog converters. The values are then displayed as

analog signals on an oscilloscope. The noise on the plots is mainly due to switching

noise from the drive.
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While the q-axis current and the speed is kept at zero, the d-axis command current is

given a full-load step. The plot below gives the response of the sampled machine

current in this axis.
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Figure 4.14 - Measured Full-load current step in the d-axis with Iq =OA

From this result one can see that the settling time of the current loop is about 3.5

milliseconds, which is a bit slower that the simulated and designed time, but is still

satisfactory. As seen with the simulated results, the difference between the desired

and actual currents in the steady state, due to the scaling and truncation of values, is

visible in Fig. 4.4. The effect of the saturation can also be seen well.

The q-axis current controller is tested in the same way as the d-axis current controller.

The d-axis current and the speed are kept at zero and a full-load step reference is

given to the q-axis current loop. The response of the current in the machine is given

below in Fig. 4.15.
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Figure 4.15 - Measured Full-load current step in the q-axis with Id =OA
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This step has a response of about 2 milliseconds, that is also a bit slower than the

simulated and designed responses, but it is still within the desired range. The over

shoot is a result of the digital controller that has a delayed reaction because of the fact

that it can only react to an error only one time every switching cycle.

4.4.3 Scaling effect of fixed point processing

With fixed-point processors the obstacle is to implement an equation by only using

integers. No decimal values can be used. This means that the result of every

calculation is truncated. The result of this is that values change in integer steps that is

not smooth as with real values. The truncation is therefore incorporated into the

simulation to simulate the practical system as best as possible.

The second obstacle is the overflow of the processor. The values that are added or

multiplied together must be scaled to prevent overflow, that is to prevent the answer

being larger than IS-bits (-32768 to 32767). The F240 DSP is a 16-bit processor, but

the 16th bit is the positive or negative sign.

Most of the scaling is done in the Park-transformations. The PI controllers are

implemented using floating-point processing because of the magnitudes of the

proportional and integral constants. This floating-point processing inside the fixed-

point processor takes a large time to execute and is therefore limited to be used only

for the PI controllers. Two types of scaling in the Park-transformation are used and

the difference in the control performance between these types is evaluated.

For the first scaling type the sine table that is used to get the sine of the rotor angle is

set up as shown in Fig. 4.16.
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Figure 4_16 - 12-bit sine waveform of the lookup-table used

In this table an angle between 0 and 3600 is represented in the DSP as between 0 and

4095 with the y-axis values between 2047 and -2048. These values fix the maximum

size of the sine of an angle. Looking at the equations of the inverse Park-

transformation, a sine of an angle is multiplied by a measured- or reference current

value or voltage value. In the program code below la.back, lb.back and Ic.back are the

values of the phase currents read in of the machine. Due to the lO-bit ADC's, these

values varies from +511 to -512. The product of the maximum values of one of the

currents and that of the sine lookup-table is 1.046xl06. This value is greater than the

maximum value the processor can handle. For this reason both the values of the phase

currents and the sine lookup-table are scaled down. The sine of the angle is scaled by

a factor 4 to a maximum value of 512 and the current by a factor of 8 to a maximum

value of64. The product of these two values is then 32,768. This value will not cause

an overflow in the processor. After the calculations the currents is scaled up by the

factor of 8 so that the input currents to the transformation is in relation with the output

current values. The following is the program code of the inverse Park-transformation

with the scaling of the currents and sine-table.
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laTerug = laTerug 18;

IbTerug = IbTerug 18;

IcTerug = IcTerug 18;

14))/512 + (lbTerug*(sine(hoekB2)/4))/512 +IqTerug = (laTerug*(sine(hoekA1)

(lcTerug*(sine(hoekC2)/4 ))/512;

IdTerug = (laTerug"(sine(Erotorhoek)/4 ))/512 + (IbTerug" (sine(hoekB 1)/4 ))/512 +

(lcTerug"(sine(hoekC1 )/4 ))/512;

IqTerug = 8 " (lqTerug*2/3);

IdTerug = 8 * (ldTerug"2/3);

laBack
0-300A
0·512 IdBack

DO 0-512

IbBack /0-300A
0-512 ABC IqBack

0·512

IcBack
0-300A
0-512

e 0-360 Degrees
e 0-4095

Figure 4.17 - First type of scaling of values in inverse Park-transformation

The bad side of scaling the sine of the angle and the values of the currents or voltages

is that a lot of resolution is lost in these values due to truncation.

The second type of scaling is an improved scaling method. The values of the sine-

table are decreased by using only lO-bit resolution on the rotor angle. This results in a

maximum sine value of 255 in relation with the previous value of 2048. The sine

waveform of the lookup-table is given below in Fig. 4.18.
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Figure 4.18 - lO-bit sine waveform of the lookup-table used

The lower maximum value of the sine of an angle in this case means that it is not

necessary to scale this value again. The accuracy of the angle is also not affected in a

large way, because with a lO-bit resolution every 0.703 degrees gives 1 bit.

Furthermore, the current values do not have to be scaled as much as before. They are

scaled by a factor 4 from a maximum of 512 from the DAC's to a maximum of 128

(see Fig. 4.19). This is double the resolution of the previous scaling method. The code

for this in the processor is:

laBack :;::laBack 14;

IbBack = IbBack 14;

IcBack = IcBack 14;

IqBack = (laBack*sine(angleA1) )/256 + (lbBack*sine(angleB2))/256 +

(lcBack* sine( angleC2) )/256;

IdBack = (laBack*sine(ErotorAngle))/256

(lcBack*sine(angleC1 ))/256;

+ (lbBack*sine(angleB1 ))/256

IqBack = 4 * (lqBack*213);

IdBack = 4 * (ldBack*2/3);
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e 0-1023

Figure 4.19 - Improved scaling of the Park-transformation

Both these scaling methods are implemented in the simulation model. The difference

in response between the two is evaluated with a step in the d-axis current. Simulated

results are shown in Figs. 4.20 and 4.21 and measured results in Figs. 4.22 and 4.23.

The methods are also implemented on the actual drive system to see the effect thereof.
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Figure 4.20 - Simulated d-axis response with

the first scaling method

Figure 4.21 - Simulated d-axis response with

the improved scaling method
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Figure 4.22 - Measured d-axis response with

the fust scaling method

Figure 4.23 - Measured d-axis response with

the improved scaling method

As seen in Figs 4.20 and 4.21 it is apparent that there is a difference in response

between these scaling methods. From these results it can be seen that with the first

scaling method the steps of the current is much larger than in the case of the improved

scaling method. The second method's results are also more stable; there is less

oscillation than with the first one. These results conclude that great care must be taken

with the scaling of fixed-point values. The dividing of a parameter for scaling down

causes a downscaling in the resolution of the value, because of the truncation effect in

the fixed-point processor.

4.4.4 Decoupling of cross-magnetization

The effect of decoupling of the cross-magnetization terms on the response of the

current controller is evaluated in this section. The evaluation is done by keeping the d-

axis current constant and giving then a full-load step of the q-axis current. This step

gives a disturbance in the d-axis current due to the mutual coupling between the d-

and q-axis circuits. Shown in Fig. 4.24 are the simulated (green) and the measured

(blue) result of the q-axis cross-magnetization voltage.
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Figure 4.24 - d-axis cross-magnetization voltage with change in q-axis current.

The simulated and the measured results are not much different and it can be seen that

a maximum voltage of around 70V for this disturbance is generated.
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Figure 4.25 - d-axis current with step in q-axis current without decoupling
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Figure 4.26 - d-axis current with step in q-axis current with decoupling

Fig. 4.25 shown the influence of the cross-magnetization on the simulated (green) and

measured (blue) Ïd response with a step in the iq. With the decoupling the response of

idwith a step in iq is shown in Fig. 4.26. With decoupling the response is faster than
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without the decoupling The measured results show that the difference is less between

the two cases, but there is an improvement in the magnitude of the disturbance. The

cross-magnetization component is unfortunately not completely remove because of

the value of this component being an estimation of the decoupling within the

controller and not exact component. The test was done at standstill, but the influence

of the cross-magnetization must also be investigated at rated speed or higher.

4.5 Current control methods

The previous sections described the design, simulation and implementation of the

current controller. The current controller has two reference inputs, namely the d-axis

and the q-axis reference current inputs. There are two methods of controlling these

two inputs. The conventional control method (also in general for drives) is to keep the

d-axis current constant (fixed field) below the rated speed, and in the high-speed

region to reduce the d-axis current going into field weakening. Another control

method is to keep the current angle constant. With this method the magnitude of the

current vector is used and does not have a constant d-axis current flowing. This is a

more energy efficient method than the conventional control method.

4.5.1 Constant d-axis current control method (Conventional Method)

The name of the method explains the strategy. The d-axis current is held constant

while the torque is controlled by the q-axis current control. The constant d-axis

current ensures a constant d-axis flux in the machine. The disadvantage of this method

is that the d-axis current is flowing at no-load which is from an energy-efficient point

of view not good. The evaluation of this method is done in chapter 7.

4.5.2 Constant current angle control method

This method keeps the current angle ¢ of the stator current vector constant. The

current vector Is is given in Fig. 2.9. The torque is controlled by controlling the

magnitude of Is' The advantage of this method is that the current in both the d-axis

and q-axis is at a minimum at no-load. This is good from an energy-efficient point.
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For the implementation of the constant current angle current control the equation for

the stator current vector can by divided into its d- and q-axis components. This is

given as

id = Is cos(qj)

iq = Is sin(qj)

( 4.18)

( 4.19)

where Is is the magnitude and qj the angle of the current vector as shown in Fig. 2.9.

These equations is implemented in the simulation as given in Fig. 4.27 and the same

scaling is used as with the Park-transformation. The evaluation of the method is

discussed in chapter 7.

Figure 4.27 - Simulation block diagram of the transformation of the current vector to dq-currents

J
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5 - Digital speed-control of the RSM

This Chapter's aim is the development of a speed controller for the RSM drive. The

control can be done with the conventional constant d-axis current controller or with

the constant current angle controller. Firstly the constant-d-axis-current speed

controller IS designed and evaluated; thereafter the constant-current-angle speed

controller IS evaluated in detail. The two controllers are compared to see the

advantages and disadvantages of the constant-current-angle speed controller.

5.1 Constant-d-axis-current speed control

In this section the design and evaluation of the constant-d-axis-current speed

controller is done. In the previous chapter the current controller for this type of

current control was briefly described. The first part of this section explains the

relation between the current and the torque produced of this type of current control.

Thereafter the transfer function of the speed control loop is dealt with and the design

of the PI controller is done. Finally the controller is simulated and tested on the actual

drive system.

5.1.1 Constant-d-axis-current controller

The relation between the current and the developed torque for this current control

method can be described by taking a look at the torque equation of the machine as it is

given by equation (2.20). The flux linkages \J and Ag of equation (2.20) can, as an

approximation, be written in terms of constant inductances as

( 5.1 )

The torque equation (eqn. 2.20) can be rewritten as

( 5.2)

With the d-axis current id constant, and by assuming as an approximation that r.,' and
i,' are also constant, then equation (5.2) can further be simplified as

( 5.3)
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The steady state measurement of the q-axis current and the developed torque is done

for different iq-current values. These results are given in Table 5.1 below.

Iq.ref[A] Iq.ref*512/300[DSP] Tem [Nm] Kcc
144 245 296 1.21
120 204 251 1.23
100 170 206 1.21
80 136 167 1.23
60 102 124 1.22
40 68 82 1.21
20 34 38 1.12
0 0 0 0

Table 5.1 -Gain of Constant d-axis Current Controller

From these results the gain of the current controller is taken as Kcc = 1.22.

Equation (5.3) shows that the torque of the system can be controlled by controlling

the q-axis current iq.

5.1.2 Transfer function of the speed control system

The transfer function of the speed controller consists of a few components. It consists

of the current controller, the mechanical system, the speed controller and scaling

constants. The complete block diagram of the speed control system is shown in Fig.

5.1.

w,

Figure 5.1 - Block diagram of speed control loop

The transfer function between the reference current iq* and the developed torque Tern

for the digital current controller is:
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( 5.4)

where Tee is the time constant of the current controller and Kce the gain of the transfer

function. The time constant depends on the settling time of the q~axis current, which

will be zero for an ideal current controller. To determine Tee and Kce a full-load step is

given to the q-axis current controller with the d-axis current held constant at its rated

value of 60A. The response of the q-axis current is obtained from the simulation and

the actual RSM drive system and is given in Fig. 5.2.

200,------,-----,------,-----.,------,-----,

150 -----------+------ -..-.::.~.:':,.:.:.::.::-.-_;.:-~~.:.;,.::.~..:.;:,:-.:-;.:-..~.:.::.::":..:,:-..:-,.:-:_:-..:-~:~.
: :: • , I

:t 100-- + r ----+-------- -- -~------------ ;---- -- ---- --;- -- -- --- ---
- , I, , , ,
.2" : ': : : :

50 -----------+-- - ------+-----------+-----------~------ ---- --j -----------
, , I , ,
, , I I ,

o -.. .. ' - --------+-----------+-----------~------------~-----------
-2 o 2 4 6 8 10

Time [5] X 10-3
100,..----,------,-----,----.----,------,

I I , I I

80 -----------+-----------+-----------+-----------i------------i--
60 j_ :~: Iv _ ~ _ ....,,~ ...,=,:_ :

r"v ': :'-" : : :
~ 40 ------------:-------------:-------------:------------~------------1-----------
:2 : : : : :

20 ------------~-----------~-------------i------------i------------1-----------
o ------------~-----------i- -----------i- -----------i-- ----------j -----------
-20'-----'------"'----------"'-----------'------'------'
·2 0 2 4 6 8 10

Time [5]

Figure 5.2 - Measured and Simulated q-axis current step response with id constant.

From this result is can be seen that the settling time of the q-axis current is in the

region of 2milliseconds with the d-axis current constant.

Fig. 5.3 shows the q-axis current together with the developed torque response of the

machine.
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Figure 5.3 - Simulated q-axis current and developed torque step response with constant d-axis current.

The transfer function between the q-axis reference current and the developed torque

IS:

G (s) _ 1.22
cc - 0.002s + 1

( 5.5)

This equation can be simplified by ignoring the time constant because of the fact that

the response of the current controller is much faster than that of the speed loop. The

transfer function is thus simplified to:

Gcc(s) = 1.22 ( 5.6)

The next component is the PI speed controller and its transfer function is similar than

the PI current control transfer function given by equation (4.6)_ This transfer function

is in the z-plane because of the digital controller. This means that the Zoh-circuit is

also present like in the transfer function of the two current controllers. The transfer

function of the Zoh-circuit is given by equation (4.7).

The last component is the transfer function of the mechanical system. This consists of

the inertia and the friction of the electrical machine and load system. The transfer

function can be written as follows:

G(S) = 1
JS+fJ

( 5.7)
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where J is the inertia and (3 the friction.

Al of these components' transfer functions must be transformed to the z-plane for the

design of the digital controller. The transfer function of the PI controller is already

expressed in the z-plane and the constants are the same in the s-plane as in the z-

plane.

The total block diagram of the system can be simplified to the following diagram. The

influence of the load torque is ignored in the design of the speed controller as the PI

speed controller is designed for good response on the speed step input.

Wr.ref PI
Js + fJ

w,

Figure 5.4 - Speed loop

The transfer function of the mechanical system is given by eqn. (5.6) in the s-plane.

This equation together with that of the Zoh-circuit is transformed into the z-plane,

These two are transformed together in one transfer function and is given by:

_flI'

1-e J

G(z)= ( -flI'J
fJ z-e J

( 5.8)

From Equations (4.6), (5.5) and (5.7), the total transfer function of the speed control

system is determined as follows:

( 5.9)

This equation is used in the design of the PI speed controller or in particular the

proportional- and integral constants: Kp and K,
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5.1.3 Root locus design of the PI speed controller

In the previous section the closed loop transfer function of the digital speed control is

derived. The values of the constants are:

J = 0.8 kg.nr'

{3 = 0.1

Kw = 512/300 = 1.7067

Kcc = 1.22

T = 300j!S

(Inertia of rotor)

(Friction)

(Scaling constant for speed measurement)

(Transfer function of inverter)

(Sampling period)

The open loop transfer function of the system is calculated by substituting the values

above into eqn. (5.8) and with Kcc and is given as:

G (z) = D(z) 767.986e-
6

ol z - 0.99996
( 5.10)

Using this transfer function a root locus design is done to determine the transfer

function of the PI controller. This design is done with the help of MATLAB and the

specifications of this controller is:

75 :::;; 500 milliseconds

~ < 1 (Under damped)

The root locus is shown in Fig. 5.5(b) and the unit step response of the system in Fig.

5.5(a).

Stop R.spO'Ise Root Locus Design

0.8

,.--, ...

0.6

0.4

0.2 '

TIITIe (lee.)

I:.l, i.i'.'
-o.e <: .""'
·1 ... <... ...,.--":"""-'--:'.....,-• ....,..,....--::-::-~.
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 u u U M I_Ax.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.5 - (a) Step Response and (b) Root-locus of the speed loop
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The system is under damped with a minimum overshoot. The settling time is in the

region of 500 milliseconds. From the root locus the transfer function for the PI speed

controller is:

D(z) = 6.021(z - 0.9965)
z -1

6.021z - 6
z-l

( 5.11)=----

where the proportional and integral constants are: Kp = 6 and Ki = 70.

5.2 Constant-current-angle speed control

This section describes at the design, implementation and evaluation of the constant-

current-angle speed control technique. In this controller the magnitude of the current

vector is controlled while the vector's angle is kept constant.

5.2.1 Constant-current-angle speed controller

The torque of the reluctance synchronous machine, given in equation (2.20), is used to

describe the constant-current-angle speed control method. By using the same relation

of the flux linkage given by equation (5.1) and the relation between the dq-axis

currents and the current vector,

( 5.12)

the torque equation can be rewritten as:

I:m = ip(L~ - L~v.2 sin(2¢) . ( 5.13)

From this equation the developed torque of the machine is proportional to the square

of the magnitude of the current vector. Thus a step in the current vector magnitude

keeping the current angle constant, will give a step in the torque of the machine. In the

next sections the speed control transfer function is discussed as well as the design of

the controller.
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5.2.2 Transfer function of the speed control system

The transfer function of the constant current angle speed controller is not much

different than that of the constant-d-axis-current speed controller that was discussed in

section 5.1.2. The only difference is the transfer function of the current-to-torque

conversion. The complete block diagram of the speed control system is shown in Fig.

5.6.

w,

Figure 5.6 - Block diagram of the speed control loop

The transfer function of the current controller is simplified to a first order transfer

function as the transition responds is close to a first order responds. The transfer

function of the current controller is

( 5.14)

where Tee is the time constant and Kce the gain of the transfer function. The time

constant depends on the settling time of the d-axis and q-axis current or else the Is

current. To obtain the settling time of this transfer function the angle of the current

vector is kept constant and a step in the magnitude of I, is given from zero to full-load

current. The measured d- and q-axis currents are given in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.7 - Step in the magnitude of the current vector with a current angle of 68° (measured and

simulated dq-currents)

Both the d- and q-axis current loops have different settling times. From the results it

can be seen that the settling time of the d-axis current loop is longer than that of the q-

axis current. The settling time of the d-axis current is in the region of 3 to 4

milliseconds and this is then also the settling time of the entire current controller. The

simulated and measured magnitude of the current vector is given in Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.8 - Step in the magnitude of the current vector with a current angle of68'
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The settling time is the same as that of the d-axis current in Fig. 5.7, but the rise time

is much faster, because the q-axis current response is faster and more than double the

magnitude of the d-axis current.

The gain of the current controller between the reference current and the torque can be

calculated by making use of the simulation model. The steady state measurement of

the reference current Is and the developed torque Ternis done for different Is values.

These results are given in Table 5.2 below.

Isref[A] 1,.ref*512/300[DSP] Tem [Nm] Kcc

156 266 295 1.11
140 238 260 1.09
120 204 219 1.07
100 170 180 1.06
80 136 125 0.92
60 102 82 0.80
40 68 33 0.49
20 34 8 0.24
0 0 0 0

Table 5.2 -Gain of constant current angle current controller

From these results the gain of the current controller is averaged to K:c = 0.93. Thus

the transfer function between the reference current and the developed torque is:

G (s) _ 0.930
cc 0.004s +1

( 5.15)

The time constant of this transfer function is much faster that the time constant of the

speed loop and because of this it will have a minimal influence on the speed

controller's response. The transfer function for the current controller is then simplified

to the following function:

( 5.16)

The other components of the speed control loop have been discussed in section 5.1.2.

The block diagram of the system, with the influence of the load torque ignored, is

given in Fig. 5.9.
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Wr.ref PI
w,

Js+ jJ

Figure 5.9 - Simplified Constant current angle Speed Control

The closed loop transfer function of the speed control system is described as follows:

( 5.17)

This equation is used for the design of the PI speed controller and in particular the

proportional and integral constants, Kp and K,

5.2.3 Root Locus Design of the PI speed controller

In the previous section the closed loop transfer function of the digital speed control is

derived. The values of the constants are:

J = 0.8 kg.nr'

{3 = 0.1

Kw = 512/300 = 1.7067

Kcc = 0.930

T = 300j1S

(Inertia of rotor)

(Friction)

(Scaling constant for speed measurement)

(Transfer function of inverter)

(Sampling period)

The open loop transfer function of the system is determined by substituting the values

given above into eqn. (5.8) and with Kcc is given as

G (z) = D(z) 595.2e-
6

0/ z - 0.99996
( 5.18)

Using this transfer function a root locus design is done to determine the constants of

the transfer function of the PI controller. This design is done with the help of

MATLAB and the specifications of this controller is:

75 =::;; 500 milliseconds

~< 1 (Under damped)
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The root locus is shown in Fig. 5.l0(b) and the unit step response of the system in Fig.

5.l0(a).

Step Response
1:"=1;':11

RooI Locus Design

0.'

0.'

0.4

Tme(soc.)

0.2 '~...~' .•••.' •... _."
.o.B ~".'" • '. ' .

., ... ---:"'~----,":-~
-1 -0.8 -0.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

RMl Axis

(a) (b)

Figure 5.10 - (a) Step Response and (b) Root-locus of the speed loop

The system is under damped with a minimum overshoot. The settling time is in the

region of 500 milliseconds, the same as with the design of the constant-d-axis speed

controller. From the root locus the transfer function of the PI speed controller is:

D(z) = 6.0009(z-0.9985)
z-l

6.009z-6
z-l

( 5.19)

where the proportional and integral constants are calculated as, Kp = 6 and Ki = 30.

5.3 Implementation of the speed controller

The speed controller for both of the control methods is implemented in the same way.

The speed is calculated from the position measurement, which is more accurate than

the measured speed from the resolver circuit. The mechanical rotor position (Tl-bit

resolution) is digitally differentiated to obtain the mechanical speed. The ANSI C-

code for the speed calculation is given as:
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1* Calculating the speed of the rotor *1

if ((MrotorAngleZ > 1500) & (MrotorAngle < 500))

{MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle + 2047;}

if ((MrotorAngleZ < 500) & (MrotorAngle > 1500))

{MrotorAngleZ = MrotorAngleZ + 2047;}

SpeedBack = 10 * (MrotorAngle - MrotorAngleZ); 1* Convert position to speed *1

if (MrotorAngle > 2047)

{MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle - 2047;}

if (MrotorAngleZ > 2047)

{MrotorAngleZ = MrotorAngle - 2047;}

MrotorAngleZ = MrotorAngle;

ESpeedBack = (32 * Speed Back) I 19; 1* Scaling of Speed for decoupling *1

The speed controller is a PI controller, but the integration part of the controller is

haIted if the output of the controller is limited. This limiting is to limit the current and

the torque in the machine. The program code is given as:

1* Speed Controller *1

PISpeed = Speed Ref - SpeedBack;

if (Wait < 6000)

(Wait = Wait + 1;

PISpeed = O;}

1* Calculating the error *1

PISpeedin = PISpeed;

if ((lsRefZ >= limit) II (lsRefZ <= -limit)) 1* Stop integrator in limit *1

{PISpeedin = O;}

PISpeedOut = PISpeedOutZ + 6*(PISpeedln - PISpeedlnZ) + 0.009*PISpeedln;

1* U = U(Z-1) + Kp*[1 - I(Z-1)) + Ki*T*1 *1

PISpeedlnZ = PISpeedin;

PISpeedOutZ = PISpeedOut;

IsRef = (int) PISpeedOut;
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if ((lsRefZ >= limit) II (lsRef <= -limit))

{lsRef = IsRef + 6*PISpeed ;}

IsRefZ = IsRef;

if (Is Ref >= limit)

{lsRef = limit;}

if (lsRef <= -limit)

{lsRef = -limit;}

1* Limit output */

The complete control programs for the controllers are given in the appendixes.
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6 - Hardware of the Digital Controlled RSM Drive

The different parts of the RSM drive are discussed in this chapter. The hardware setup

for the drive is shown in Fig. 6.1. The system is divided into four basic parts. These

parts are the Supply and Rectifier, Inverter, Controller and Electrical Machine (RSM).

Some of the parts were already built and available but others were specifically built

for the project and these are discussed in more detail. The drive is fed from an AC

supply which is rectified to give the inverter a constant dc-bus voltage. The inverter

with the digital controller then generates the three-phase voltages for the machine.

Supply Rectifier Inverter RSM

E9= +
~

~
....mT

Digital
Controller I-it-----'

Figure 6.1 - Complete RSM drive

6.1 Supply and Rectifier

Load I
Controller! '

\2H.:;&t";J.:lWá.!:«!:d;~·

The supply to the drive system is a 400V line-to-line AC voltage supply. This supply

is able to give up to 400A ofline current. The Rectifier is a normal 3-phase AC-to-DC

passive rectifier (see Fig. 6.2) that is rated for 200kVA. It rectifies the AC voltage to

550V DC. This DC bus voltage is fed through to the capacitor bank and the inverter.
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400V AC
Supply CJ)

::I
co
Io
o
>o
I.()
I.()

Rectifier Capacitor
Bank

Figure 6.2 - Supply and Rectifier circuit

6.2 Inverter

The inverter used is a 200kVA full-bridge 3-phase IGBT inverter as shown Fig. 6.3.

Each phase winding is connected to two phase-arms; each rated at 1200V and 300A.

Each phase winding is thus controlled independently. The inverter is built in a unit

together with the rectifier. The rectifier/inverter unit also has a full protection circuit,

in the case of over current and over temperature faults with the switching devices, as

well as a 10kW dump circuit to prevent large over-voltage on the de-link in the case

of regeneration.

CJ)
::Ico
oo

Figure 6.3 - 3 phase full-bridge inverter
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The complete rectifier/inverter unit with protection and dump circuit is shown below

in Fig. 6.4.

Figure 6.4 - Power Electronic Inverter and Rectifier

6.3 Electrical Machine

The electrical machine is a four-pole 42kW RSM traction machine. It is designed for

a maximum line voltage of 500V rms and an output torque of around 296 Nm at full-

load.

The stator consists of a chorded 3-phase winding and a core with 48 slots. The rotor is

transverse laminated and it is unskewed. The stator and rotor structures were

optimum-designed using a finite element optimisation program and is shown in the

Fig. 6.5 below.

--- -;=-:__=- ===~":.2:=.;-=--=-----

Figure 6.5 - Rotor structure and Motor drawing
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6.4 Digital Controller

Nowadays there are a whole range of Digital Signal Processors available. The DSP's

are divided into two categories. The first is the floating-point processors. These are

normally used for signal analysis and for more advanced applications like in cell

phones. The second category is the fixed-point processors. Within this category there

are DSP's for specific use, like for motor drive controllers. These DSP's have build-in

analog-to-digital converters, PWM outputs and much more for specific use.

The DSP that is chosen for the RSM drive system is part of the TMS320C24x Series.

This series is specifically designed for the control of variable speed drives as well as

power electronic inverters. The TMS320F240 DSP, which is used, has a few features,

namely:

16K Flash RAM

12 ComparelPWM Channels

Three 16-Bit General-Purpose Timers

Duall0-Bit Analog-to-digital conversion Module

Serial Communications Interface Module

Serial Peripheral Interface Module

6 External Interrupts (incl. Power Drive Protect interrupt)

SOns Instruction Cycle Time

The control unit consists of four blocks as shown in Fig. 6.6. The first and main block

is the ProcessorlProtection block, which hosts the DSP processor. The other three

blocks is the fibre optic interface with the inverter drive via fibre optic cable, the rotor

position measurement interface, and the current and voltage measurement together

with their protection circuitry. They are discussed in the following sections. The

blocks is build, each on its own printed circuit board as well as a separate board for

the power supply unit. All the circuit boards are fitted nicely into a Euro-rack

configuration cabinet (see Fig. 6.7).
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Fibre Optic
Interface

Measurement
Interface

Position
Interface

>,

RS232

Computer ~i Processari

JTAG
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Figure 6.6 - DSP Control Unit

Figure 6.7 - DSP Controller

6.4.1 Processor/Protection Card

The processor block is the main card of the controller. The DSP is connected through

a data bus with the other cards. This card contains the following parts:

A 20MHz Fixed Point Digital Signal Processor

A Programmable Logic Device (EPLD)

Four Digital-to-Analog Outputs

RS232 Communication port

JTAG Communication port
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These parts are discussed in more detail in the following sub-sections as shown in Fig.

6.8.

From
Measurement Card

From
Measurement Card

)~ J~
,~

AID

RS232com

li DSP ::Ii EPLDComputer jj TMS320F240 ~
iX PWMSlgnal.
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~
i

( 40ulput. DIA V ~Converter
~

To
Fibre Optics
Interface

From
Position Card

Figure 6.8 - Layout ofProcessorlProtection Card

a. Communication interface (JTAG and RS232)

The processor has two communication ports through which it can be programmed.

The first is via the IT AG port. With this port there is direct access to the FLASH

RAM as well as the registers of the DSP. However a lTAG cable and computer card

is necessary for this. This port is used to initialise the processor and to load its serial

port's loader program into the FLASH RAM of the DSP. This program is necessary

for the communication using the second port, the serial port. This is a RS232

communications port and is connected directly to the COM! serial port of the

computer. This port is used to download the control software onto the DSP.

While using the controller, there must also be communication between the processor

and the user so that the processor can give information of what is happening and at

what point in the program the processor is. For this there are two types of outputs and

inputs available. The first is the standard I/O pins to the processor that is accessible

from the front panel of the controller. The second is four analog channels from the

four DAC's connected to the DSP's data bus. With these analog channels every

variable or counter inside the DSP can be monitored for debugging.
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b. The Processor Circuit (DSP TMS320F240)

This circuit (see Fig. 6.8) mainly consists of the DSP processor together with its

inputs and outputs as well as the communication ports, which were discussed in the

previous section. The most of the inputs to the DSP are digital. There are three l/O

ports available. The 16-bit data bus and address bus is also available on the back plane

of the euro rack for use by the position card.

The DSP have sixteen analog-to-digital channels that are connected via the universal

bus to the other interface cards of the controller. All the measurements as well as the

inputs from the user are connected to these channels. The channels are divided into

two groups. The first eight channels are connected to the first ADC and the remaining

eight are connected to the second ADC. Thus these channels are multiplexed through

two ADCs. The control of the ADCs is done with the software program of the DSP.

With regard to the outputs the DSP has twelve PWM I Compare output pins. These

are divided into three groups of PWM I Compare pins. The first is the full compare

group. This group consists of 3 pares of PWM pins, one of the general purpose timers

and the dead time unit. The unit generates six PWM outputs for a half bridge

configured inverter. Three PWM signals are for the top IGBTs and three for the

bottom IGBTs and all six have dead time as programmed in the software program.

The second unit is the simple compare unit. This unit is the same as the full compare

unit, but has only 3 PWM I Compare pins and does not have a dead time unit. This

unit is connected to the second counter. The last three PWM pins are standalone and

can be used to do anything. One of these is connected to each of the three general-

purpose counters.

All of the compare units are controlled independent of the program loop. Thus the

output is continues, except in the case of a fault in which case there is a hardware

interrupt line that if active will pull the PWM pins low and will in-effect switch all the

IGBTs of the inverter off. The PWM signals are connected through the protection

algorithm of the EPLD (see Fig. 6.8) and in the case of a fault the PWM signals can

also by disables there.
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c. Protection Circuit (EPLD EPM7128STCIOO)

The protection circuit consists of the programmable Logic Device (EPLD) as shown

is Fig. 6.8. The DSP supply the EPLD with nine PWM signals. By using a selective

six signals, either six- (Bipolar switching) or twelve- (Unipolar switching) signals can

be given to the inverter. Furthermore, dead time is added to all the drive-signals to

prevent top and bottom IGBTs switching together and accidentally short-circuiting the

DC bus voltage. This logic controller also receives error signals from the Fibre Optic-,

Measurement- and Position interfaces. These error signals are as follows:

Over-current error (On la, lb and Ie)

Over-voltage error (On Vde)

Over-speed error

Error from the inverter

On any of these errors above, the EPLD will immediately switch off all the drive

signals to the inverter.

6.4.2 Measurement Card

On the electrical side there are a few parameters to be measured. This card makes

provision for five current measurements, six voltage measurements, and one DC-bus

voltage measurement as shown in Fig. 6.9. The measurement circuits are described in

the following sub-sections.
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Figure 6.9 - Layout of Measurement Card

a. Current Measurement

There are current measurements with and without over current protection. The first

three measurements (la, I, and LJ have fault detection. This protection looks at the

measured current waveform and gives an error signal (see Fig. 6.9) to the EPLD when

the current crosses the minimum or maximum safety limits that are set by adjusting

the two voltage levels via potentiometers. The other two current measurements do not

have the error detection and are for future applications for the DSP control unit. The

circuit diagram for the current measurement is shown in Fig. 6.10.

From
Current
Sensor

0-2.5V>-------~ + r-------. ToDSP

2.5V Ref

Figure 6.10 - Current measurement circuit.

The current in the three-phase motor cables are measured by means of "LEM" Hall-

effect current transducers. This transducer used is rated at 300 A rms maximum, and

has a conversion ratio of 1:2500. Thus, the secondary current is 120 mA rms
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maximurn. With a termination resistance of about 68.50, the input voltage varies

between 8.22Y and -8.22Y. The input voltage range for the ADC is OY - SY.

Because of this, the input signal is amplified and a 2.5Y reference voltage is added to

comply with the voltage range requested by the Anc.

b. Voltage Measurement

With the voltage measurement there are six channels, but none of the channels have

over voltage protection. Software protection can by added within the DSf' program if

necessary. The voltage measurements are added for future applications for the nsp
control unit. The circuit for the voltage measurement is shown in Fig. 6.11.

From +:__--l

Voltage
Sensor

1 ToDSP

Instrumentation
Amplifier

Amplifier

2.5V Ref

Figure 6.11 - Voltage measurement

The circuit for the measurement is the almost the same as in the case of the current

measurement with the exception of the first stage. The high voltage sensor is placed

directly on the measurement card. There are high voltage connectors on the side of the

control unit that are capable of handling voltages up to 1000Y. The voltage sensor

consists of a resistive voltage divider circuit. The output voltage of the sensor can be

adjusted for a certain voltage range. However, the higher the voltage range, the lower

the resolution of the signal inside the DS]'. This voltage from the sensor is measured

with an instrumentation amplifier and then scaled for the ADC, like discussed with

the current measurements and this scaling influences the resolution of the signal.

c. DC bus voltage Measurement

The last part of the measurements is the dc-bus voltage measurement. This

measurement is done on the same principle as with the voltage, but it has error

detection for protection. Under regeneration conditions of the drive system the nc
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bus voltage will increase because the rectifier is a passive diode rectifier and is

therefore not bi-directional for current flow. This will cause the DC bus voltage over

the dc-bus capacitors to increase. The protection detects the level of the dc-bus

voltage and if higher than the maximum limit, it gives an error signal to the EPLD.

6.4.3 Position Card

c:_o ...
~~o 0

~~0-......
.. 0~ .,
" c:Q.G>.='"

h Position Bm' _)\
Measurement

12 Bit Data Bus
v r-- v

]
~

=:
SpeedL_.

Estimation Speed
error

5
u
u...,
eQ.
.9
~
~o

Figure 6.12 - Layout of position card

The Position card is the second measurement card of the control unit. A layout is

given in Fig. 6.12. The difference with this measurement with respect to the current-

and voltage measurements is that the position is digitally measured and transmitted to

the DSP. The position sensor used is a brush-less resolver together with its controller

circuit. The controller circuit can be selected to give different resolutions of position.

It can give 10-, 12-, 14- or 16-bit resolution. For this application the 12-bit selection is

used which gives an accurate position of the rotor. Die 12-bit digital position is

directly read into the data bus of the DSP.

For speed estimation, two hardware methods are used. The first is the use of the

velocity output of the resolver controller chip itself. For the second method the least

significant bit of the 12-bit position is used. This signal is put through a frequency-to-

voltage converter that gives the velocity as an analog voltage signal. Each of these

two methods can be selected. The speed is then scaled and connected to one of the

DSP's ADC channels.
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There is also a protection on the speed of the system. If the speed increases above the

protection level an error signal is send to the EPLD, which then switch off the IGBTs

of the inverter.

6.4.4 Fibre Optic Interface Card

The Fibre Optic Card is in fact the interface between the controller and the inverter.

This interface also isolates the controller and the inverter electrically, because the

controller signals that switch the different IGBTs are transmitted via optic light

through optic cables from the controller to the inverter. The card converts the six or

twelve drive signals from digital electric signals to optic signals. On the inverter side

the inverse is done to obtain the switching states for the IGBTs.

There are also three optical error signals coming back from the inverter. They are

received by the interface card and combined into a single electric error signal that is

send to the protection card.
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7 - Simulation and Practical Evaluation of the

Dynamic Control Techniques

The design and implementation of the software and construction of the hardware of

the controller are discussed in detail in the previous chapters. This chapter focuses on

the results of the simulation and the practical measurements of the RSM drive system

itself. Both the speed control methods dealt with in Chapter 5, using the constant-d-

axis and constant-current-angle current control methods, are evaluated in this Chapter.

These two methods are compared in performance and efficiency with each other.

7.1 Constant-d-axis-current speed controller

The constant-d-axis-current speed controller has two inputs that can influence the

speed (see Fig. 7.1). The first is the speed reference input for which the PI controller

is designed to compensate for. The second is the load torque input. The PI controller

is not primarily designed for the load torque input, but will compensate for the speed

variation due to a change in load torque. The designed controller is tested and

simulated (see next two sections) for step responses in each of these inputs. A block

diagram of the speed controller is shown in Fig. 7.1.

PI
1

Js+ jJ

Figure 7.1 - Basic block diagram of the constant d-axis speed control loop

For the practical measurement the DSP signals are output through the digital-to-

analog converters, and then filtered and averaged by a 150MHz oscilloscope to

minimise to some extent the switching noise induced at the measuring channels of the

oscilloscope.
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7.1.1 Testing of the speed controller

In the simulation a step in the speed reference input from 0 to 1000 rpm is given to the

system and the load torque is kept at zero. The response for this speed input is

obtained and shown in Fig. 7.2 below. The reference speed and the actual speed are in

terms of mechanical speeds.

, I I , r I , I I ,
, Ir' , I , I I ,
I I , , , I , I , I

1400 ------(----(---j-------i------1-------i------j-------i------i-------i------
1200 ----- -~------ -~------~ ---- --+------~------+ --- ---~-- -----~ ----- -: --- ---~---- --

, "' I I , I I I
I ".' I I I I ,E 1000 : : / -··_····_·r··---·--~..·· ----.!._ :....... I ,

g :: .>. : : : : : :
I
CJ)

-200 '----'-_--'-_~~_~_~_'--~_~_~__J
-0.1 0 0.10.20.30.40.50.60.70.80.9

Time [5]

Figure 7.2 - Simulated step response in speed of the RSM drive.

From this response it can be seen that the settling time of the simulation is in the

region of 500 milliseconds. This corresponds with the designed response time. The

response has further a 6% overshoot, which is also in agreement with the slightly

under damped designed response.

As discussed and shown in the results of the current controller of Chapter 4, there is a

constant offset between the reference speed and the actual speed in the steady state

(see Fig. 7.2). This is due to loss in resolution caused by the scaling and truncating of

values. This is a result of the fixed-point calculation of the processor used to

implement the digital controller. The scaling and the truncation are incorporated into

the simulation to obtain an accurate representation of the actual drive system.

The same speed step as for the simulation is applied to the actual system, and the

speed reference and the rotor speed are measured. This response is shown in Fig. 7.3.
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Figure 7.3 - Measured step response in speed of the RSM drive.

The settling time ofthe speed is about 500 milliseconds and has an overshoot of about

6%. This corresponds with the response of the simulation and the design response.

This response is much faster that the natural response time of the open loop system,

which is about 10 times slower.

The d- and q-axis currents were also measured during the step response of the speed.

The current measurements are shown below in Fig. 7.4.
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Figure 7.4 - Simulated response of d- and q-axis currents for constant-d-axis-current speed control

The d-axis current is kept constant and it can be seen from Fig. 7.4 that the d-axis

current is injected into the machine a few milliseconds earlier than the step command

of the speed. This is to ensure that the machine is at full flux before the speed
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command is given. With the step speed command, q-axis current is injected, but also

limited to its rated value to limit the torque of the machine to its rated torque. While in

the limit region, the machine will constantly accelerate, as seen in Figs. 7.2 and 7.3,

and near the desired speed the current comes out of the limited region and the PI

controller begins to control the speed (see Fig. 7.4). The integration part of the PI

controller is halted during limiting of the current. This can be seen from the simulated

results of the currents. The measured results from the actual system are also obtained

and are shown in Fig. 7.5.
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Figure 7.5 - Measured response of the d- and q-axis currents for constant-d-axis-current speed control

The measured response corresponds very well with the simulated response. The time

in the limited region is a bit less than the simulation but it can be due to small varying

factors that are not taken into account in the simulation. There is almost no influence

of the cross-magnetization and speed voltage on the d- and q-axis currents. The step

in speed can also be done from a 1000rpm to Orpm. This test was not done due to the

fact the power electronic system can not regenerated power back to the supply and is

limited in dissipating the power into the de-link resistive load.

7.1.2 Load testing of the system

The controller performs well with the step response in speed. In the load testing, the

machine is held at a constant speed and a step is given in the load torque. This will
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show the performance of the speed controller with a load disturbance in the control

loop. The machine is kept at its rated speed of 1500 rpm and is given a load step of

200 Nm developed by the dynamometer-load. The full-load torque of the machine is

about 300 Nm.
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~ 0 -- -- -- -- -: _-- -- -- - -~-- -- -- -- -~-- --. - - -- -: -- -- -- -- -~-- -- -- -- -~-- -- -- - - - -~-- -- -- --
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Figure 7.6 - Constant-d-axis-current speed control response with a 0 - 200 Nm load step.

(top: measured; bottom: simulated)

Figure 7.6 above shows the reaction of the speed controller to a change in load. The

simulated reaction is the bottom waveform and the measured response the top one.

The speed decreases with the load step but recovers to the reference speed within 250

milliseconds. The drop in speed is about 6.3% (91rpm) and the speed controller is

effective in preventing a large variation from the reference speed. The q-axis current

reference of the PI controller is also monitored with the step in load. The measured

and simulated currents are given in Fig 7.7. The measured current reference has a

smaller overshoot than the simulated current reference.
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Figure 7.7 - Current reference (q-axis) during step in load torque

(top: measured; bottom: simulated)

Together with the positive step in the load torque, negative step in the load torque is

also given. The load applied to the machine in the previous test is now removed and

the response of the speed of the machine is measured and shown in Fig.7.8.
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Figure 7.8 - Constant-d-axis-current speed control response with a 200 - 0 Nm load torque step

(top: measured; bottom: simulated)

With the removing of the load, the machine tends to accelerate and the controller

compensates for this by extracting current from the machine to keep it at same speed

as before. Looking at the measured and simulated results in Fig. 7.8, it can be seen

that the controller reacts within 250 milliseconds with a 6.01% (93rpm) increase in
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speed. Thus the same response with the negative load step IS obtained than that

obtained with the positive load step.

The difference between the measured and the simulated speed responses, with

positive and negative load torque steps can by due to the fact that the load steps of the

dyno on the machine is slower than that in the simulation. The simulated steps in load

torque are instantaneous.

7.2 Constant-current-angle speed controller

This speed controller has the same transfer function as that of the constant-d-axis-

current controller, with the exception of the transfer function of the current controller

Gee in the block diagram of Fig. 7.9. It has a speed reference input and load torque

input, but the output of the PI controller controls the magnitude of the current vector

and not the magnitude of the q-axis current. This controller is tested in the same way

as the constant-d-axis-current speed controller.

PIWr.ref---'-'-----...., 1 Wr

Js+ fJ

Figure 7.9 - Basic block diagram of the constant-current-angle speed control

7.2.1 Testing of the speed controller

The load of the machine is kept zero and a step is applied to the speed reference in the

simulation. The response of the control loop to the step in speed is observed and is

plotted against the reference speed in Fig. 7.10.
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Figure 7,10 - Simulated step response of the speed (constant-angle speed controller)

The response is almost critically damped with a small overshoot. The settling time of

the response is about 500 milliseconds, which corresponds well with the designed

settling time of 500 milliseconds. The actual speed of the machine has a constant

offset with respect to the reference speed (see Fig. 7.10). This is because of scaling

and truncating of the DSP values, like in the case with the constant-d-axis-current

speed control. The offset, however, is bigger than the offset of the constant-d-axis-

current speed controller, because of the scaling and truncating in the conversion fro~

the magnitude and angle of the current vector to the d- and q-axis reference currents.

This offset is not dependent on the speed and, thus, will not change with an increase

or decrease in speed.

The step response of the actual drive system is measured and is given in Fig 7.11.

This response has a settling time that is almost exactly the same as that of the

simulated response. The simulated results and the practical results are very close

agreement.
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Figure 7.l1 - Measured step response of the speed (constant-angle speed controller).

The simulated d- and q-axis currents, with the step response in speed, are given in Fig.

7.12.
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Figure 7.12 - Simulated response of d- and q-axis currents for constant-current-angle speed control

In the control both the d- and q-axis currents are injected into the machine at the same

time. This means that there is no flux in the machine before the step command. The

magnitude of the current vector is limited to limit the torque of the machine to rated

torque. The integration part of the PI speed controller is halted when the current is

limited. The measured results are shown in Fig. 7.13.

The response of the practical system corresponds well with the results obtained from

the simulation.
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Figure 7_13 - Measured response of d- and q-axis currents for constant current angie speed control

7.2.2 Load testing of the system

For the load testing of the RSM drive the machine is controlled to run at a constant

speed. A load step is applied by means of the eddy-current dynomometer. The load

step applied is a 0 to 200 Nm load step while the machine is running at 150Orpm. This

is the same load applied as to the constant-d-axis-current speed controlled system in

section 7. L2_ The reference and actual speeds are simulated and practically tested.

The results are shown in the Fig. 7.14.
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Figure 7.14 - Constant-cunent-angle speed control with a 0 - 200 Nm load step

(top: measured; bottom: simulated)
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The response time of the controller is about 450 milliseconds and is sufficient for such

a load step. There is also a small drop in the speed shown in the simulation. Due to the

fact that the load step response of the dynomometer is not instantaneous as in the

simulation, the drop is the speed is less in the practical measurements and is not

clearly visible.

A negative step in the load is also applied and the response evaluated. The machine is

operated at a constant speed of 1500 rpm with a constant load of200 Nm. The load is

then removed and the reference and actual speed are observed. The results are shown

in Fig. 7.15.
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Figure 7.15 - Constant-current-angle speed control with a 200 - 0 Nm load step.

The simulation results show that the speed of the machine increase with the removal

of the load. The settling time of the system with the load change is about 500

milliseconds. This corresponds well with the response time of the controller that is

also about 500 milliseconds. The positive and the negative step response are also the

same. Again the measured results show almost no change because of the load step not

being instantaneous.
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7.3 Torque ripDle compensation

There is always torque ripple present on the developed torque of the machine. This

ripple can be minimized in the design of the RSM by skewing the rotor by one or

more slot pitch. A slot pitch is the angle between two stator slots. The RSM used in

this project has an unskewed rotor and its torque ripple is calculated by using the

finite element analysis. This is shown in Fig. 7.16. At full-load torque the machine has

a torque ripple of about 200 Nm peak-to-peak. The torque ripple, as a function of the

rotor position and the flux, is included into the model of the RSM. There are a few

methods, as given in [20] and [21], that can be implemented in the controller to

compensate for this torque ripple disturbance.
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Figure 7.16 - Torque ripple of the RSM

As mentioned in Chapter 5, the speed controllers are designed for a step response in

speed. The previous sections show the influence a step in the load torque on the speed

controller. To compensate for the load fluctuations, the compensation method of

Matsui [20], given in Fig. 7.17, is evaluated by simulation on the constant-d-axis-

current and the constant-current-angle speed controllers.
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~------------------------------~ ~ ~------~

Figure 7.17 - Block diagram of the speed controller with torque ripple compensation

The part in grey of the block diagram in Fig. 7.17 is the torque ripple compensator.

The inverse of the mechanical transfer function of the machine is given as

G(s) = Js + f3, ( 7.1 )

which is transformed to the z-plane as

G(z) = (1-+ p)-1-z-1• ( 7.2)

where J and {3 in the inertia and the friction respectively and T the sampling time.

Using eqn (7.2) the estimated torque i is obtained from the speed. From this

estimated torque the estimated current is (constant-current-angle control) or iq
(constant-d-axis-current control) in the machine is determined by dividing with the

current-to-torque constant, Kcc. The difference between the actual current and

estimated current is then filtered and added to the current reference.

The constant-d-axis-current speed controller is evaluated with and without the

compensator. A step in speed from 0 to 300 rpm is given and after 1.5 seconds a

200Nm step in load torque is given to the system. The speed response is shown in Fig.

7.18.
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Figure 7.18 - Simulated speed with (red) andwithout (green) ripple compensation

The response of the speed controller (see Fig. 7.18) is slower and has a larger

overshoot with the ripple compensator, but the influence of the load torque on the

speed controller is much lower than without the compensation. The increase in

response time of the speed control loop can be due to the low-pass filter used with the

compensation. The type of low-pass filter must be investigated.

The q-axis current, with the same step in the speed and torque as shown in Fig. 7.18,

is shown in Fig. 7.19. The current response with ripple compensation (bottom) IS

much faster than the current without the compensation.
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Figure 7.19 - q-axis current with (bottom) and without (top) ripple compensation
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The ripple compensation is evaluated with constant-current-angle speed control. The

same step commands in speed and torque is given as with the constant-d-axis-current

speed control and the response of the speed is shown in Fig. 7.20.
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Figure 7.20 - Simulated speed with (red) and without (green) ripple compensation

The response, with ripple compensation, with the change in the speed reference is

slower and has a larger overshoot than without the compensation. The load step has

less influence on the speed controller with the compensation than the speed controller

without compensation. The current response is given in Fig. 7.21. The compensated

current response is much faster than the response without the compensation.
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Figure 7.21 - Is current with (bottom) and without (top) ripple compensation

7.4 Comparison of the control methods

The performance of the constant-d-axis-current controller and the constant-current-

angle speed controller are both evaluated in the previous sections. Keeping the

dynamic performance as well as the energy-efficiency in mind, these two control

methods are compared in this section on the following grounds:

Current response

Speed response

Power efficiency

The dq-axis current controller of both the two control methods is the same as designed

in Chapter 4. For the constant-d-axis-current control, the d-axis current is constant

and, thus, the step response time depends only on the response time of the q-axis

current controller. This response time is in the region of 2 ms as shown in Fig. 5.2. In

the case of the constant-current-angle control, both the d- and q-axis current controller

response times are effecting the response time of the controller. Due to the fact that

the d-axis current response is slower than the q-axis current response, the overall

current response is equal to the d-axis current response. This response is about 4 ms as

shown in Fig. 5.7. Hence, the constant-d-axis-current control is 2 ms faster (or else

twice as fast) than the constant-current-angle control. This difference is very small

and both methods have good dynamics.

Looking at the speed response of the constant-d-axis-current speed control as

evaluated in section 7.1, the response time for a step in speed from 0 to 1000 rpm is

about 500 milliseconds (see Figs. 7.2 and 7.3). The same step is applied to the

constant-current-angle speed control and a response of 480 milliseconds was

obtained. Thus the speed responses of both control methods are almost identical. This

means that the overall dynamics of the two control methods are the same. This is

expected, as the speed dynamics is much-and-much slower than the current control
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dynamics. The double as slow constant-angle current control, thus, will not have any

effect on the speed dynamics.

From a power efficient point of view the current of the machine is calculated for both

of the control methods under no-load and under two-thirds of the load and is given in

Table 7.1.

Is (A)

no-load 2/3 load

Constant-d-axis-current control 60.2 118.3

Constant-current-angle control 12.6 116.9

Table 7.1 - Current in the RSM

In the case of the constant-d-axis-current control, full d-axis flux is present in the

machine under no-load and full-load conditions. Thus, under no-load conditions there

are copper and iron losses in the machine. On the other hand with the constant-

current-angle control the stator current and the flux in the machine at no-load is

practically zero. This means that the losses in the machine are practically zero. This

shows that the constant-current-angle control is overall much more energy-efficient

than the constant-d-axis-current control.
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8 - Conclusions and Recommendations

The conclusions reached in this Chapter are based on the implementation and

evaluation of the constant-current-angle control in comparison with the conventional

constant-d-axis-current control in terms of dynamic performance and energy

efficiency. Recommendations are given to further investigate the constant-current-

angle control method as applied to the RSM drive.

8.1 Conclusions

From the results the conclusions reached are summarised as follows:

The influence of cross-magnetization and speed voltages on the current

controllers can be minimised by matter of decoupling. It is shown that with

decoupling accurate dynamic control of the current according to design is

obtained.

There are vanous complex vector control methods proposed for better

dynamic performance and efficiency of RSM drives. The constant-current-

angle control however is simple, has good dynamic performance and is also

energy efficient. The dynamic performance of the constant-current-angle

control method compares well with that of the constant-d-axis-current control

method. As an application it is shown how the constant-current-angle control

method can be used for torque ripple compensation in a drive system.

It is shown that the inexpensive fixed-point TMS320F240 DSP-based digital

controller is well suited for implementation of a full constant-current-angle

speed control scheme. However it is shown that care must be taken with

regards to scaling and truncation in the DSP control program.
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8.2 Recommendations

Only the following two recommendations are made with respect to the constant-

current-angle controlled RSM drive:

1. It is recommended that the use of position sensorless control using constant

current angle control be investigated and implemented on a RSM drive.

II. Further improvement of the DSP controller must be investigated with regard

to:

a. speed measurement,

b. the use of space vector modulation in stead of PWM control, and

c. the use of a floating-point processor to avoid scaling and truncation

effects.
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Appendix A - Photo Album
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(a) Stator lamination of 42kW RSM

(c) 200kVA Full-bridge Inverter with Rectifier

(e) Dyno (blue) and RSM (orange) system

(b) Rotor lamination of 42kW RSM

(d) DSP Controller unit

(f) Blocked rotor for testing
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Appendix B - DSP Program for Constant-d-axis-

Current Speed Control
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/****************************************************************************/
r SpeedControIConstAngle.c(14 January 2002) "t
r ~
j* (Control program for PI speed control of the RSM) *j
r The switching is unipolar with a switching frequency of 3.33kHz. *j
/****************************************************************************/

#include "F240.h"

volatile unsigned int *EVIMRA
volatile unsigned int *ACTR
volatile unsigned int *SACTR
volatile unsigned int *DBTCON
volatile unsigned int *COMPR1
volatile unsigned int *COMPR2
volatile unsigned int *COMPR3
volatile unsigned int *SCOMPR1
volatile unsigned int *SCOMPR2
volatile unsigned int *SCOMPR3
volatile unsigned int *COMCON
volatile unsigned int *GPTCON
volatile unsigned int *T1CON
volatile unsigned int *Datain
volatile unsigned int *DataOut

= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox?42C;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox?413;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox?414;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox?415;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox?41?;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox?418;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox?419;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox?41A;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox?41B;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox?41C;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox?411 ;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox?400;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox?404;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox8000;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox8001 ;

int laBack, IbBack, IcBack, IdBack, IqBack;
int IsRef, IdRef, IqRef, Wait;
int Va, Vb, Vc, Vd, Vq, limit, IsRefZ;
int DAC1, DAC2, DAC3, DAC4, Mdlnd, Mqlnd, MrotorAngleZ, SpeedBack;
int MrotorAngle, ErotorAngle, CurrentAngle, CurrentAngle2;
int angleA1, angleB1, angleB2, angleC1, angleC2, Speed, GSBus, SpeedBack;
int QOut, DOut, Time, TimeTemp, PITemp, Inductance, SpeedTemp;
int dlq_dt, dld_dt, IqBackZ, IdBackZ, MdDec, MqDec;
int PISpeed, PISpeedin, PISpeedlnZ, Speed Ref, ESpeedBack, SpeedVolD, SpeedVolQ;
float PISpeedOut, PISpeedOutZ;
float PlqOutZ, PlqOut, PlqlnZ, Plqln, PldOutZ, PldOut, PldlnZ, Pldln;
extern int sinet), rndt), mqt), fluxdt), fluxqf);

void main(void)
{

r Initialize the interrupt routines "l

*EVIMRA 1= Ox0001; 1* Enable the PDPINT interrupt routine *j

*ACTR = Ox0999;

r Initialize the PWM and dead time routines *j

*SACTR = Ox0015;
*DBTCON = OxOOOO;
*COMCON = Ox030?;
*COMCON = Ox830?;

j* Initialize the counters "l

*T1PR = 3000;
*T1CNT = 0;
*T1CON = OxOA802;
*T1CON = OxOA842;

r Make PWM1, PWM3 and PWM5 active low *j
r Make PWM2, PWM4 and PWM6 active high *j

1* Make PWM?, PWM8 and PWM9 active low *j
r Dead time = Ous, all 3 outputs active *j
/* Initialize Compare PWM mode "l
/* Initialize Compare PWM mode "l

r Period = 2*(50ns x 3000) = 300us *j
r Starting value for counter = 0 "l
r Initialize Counter #1 *j
t: Initialize Counter #1 "l
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1* Initialize the ADs */

*OCRA 1= Ox070F; 1* Make ADCO, ADC1, ADC8 and ADC9 active */
ADCTRL2 -> ADCPSCALE = 0; 1* Pre-scale value = 0 */
ADCTRL2 -> ADCEVSOC = 0;
ADCTRL2 -> ADCEXTSOC = 0;
ADCTRL 1 -> suspend_free = 0;
ADCTRL 1 -> suspend_soft = 1;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCIMSTART = 0;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTEN = 0;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCCONRUN = 0;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADC2EN = 1;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADC1 EN = 1;

/* Disable interrupt */
/* Single conversion */
/* Enable ADC2 */
/* Enable ADC1 */

/* Resolver initializing */

*SYSCR &= OxFF3F;
*PCDATDIR = Ox0303;

/* Make IOPC1 a 10 Pin */
/* Make IOPC1 (FREEZE) = 1 */
/* Make 10PCO (ENABLE) = 1 */

/* Set the COMPR registers for 50% duty cycle */

*COMPR1 = 1500;
*COMPR2 = 1500;
*COMPR3 = 1500;
*SCOMPR1 = 1500;
*SCOMPR2 = 1500;
*SCOMPR3 = 1500;

/* Initialize the DACs */

*PBDATDIR 1= Ox7878; /* Making IOPB3 ..6 high and outputs */

/* Initialize starting values */

PlqOutZ = 0;
PlqlnZ = 0;
PldOutZ = 0;
PldlnZ = 0;
IqBackZ = 0;
IdBackZ = 0;
Wait = 0;

IsRef = 0;
IsRefZ = 0;
limit = 260;
PISpeedlnZ = 0;
PISpeedOutZ = 0;

*OCRB &= OxFFOF;
*PCDATDIR 1= OxFOOO;

/* Making 101, 102, 103, 104 active */
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/*===================================================================*/
/* Start of Main Program loop *//*===================================================================*/

do
{
} while (*T1 CNT > 5);

for(;;)
{
*PCDATDIR 1=Ox0080;

/* ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* Read data in from ADC5 (Current la) and ADC 10 (Current lo) */

ADCTRL 1 -> ADC1CHSEL = 5;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADC2CHSEL = 2;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCSOC = 1;
while (ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG == 0);
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG = 1;
laBack = *ADCFIF01;
IbBack = *ADCFIF02;

laBack = laBack » 6;
laBack &= Ox03FF;
laBack = laBack - 512;

IbBack = IbBack» 6;
IbBack &= Ox03FF;
IbBack = IbBack - 514;

/* Select ADC5 to be read */
/* Select ADC10 to be read */
/* Begin conversion */
/* Wait for completion of conversion */
/* Reset flag */
/* Read in data */

/* Scaling data to 16 bit value */

/* Read data in from ADC6 (Current Ic) and ADC15 (Rotor speed) */

ADCTRL 1 -> ADC1 CHSEL = 6;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADC2CHSEL = 7;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCSOC = 1;
while (ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG == 0);
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG = 1;
IcBack = *ADCFIF01;
Speed = *ADCFIF02;

IcBack = IcBack » 6;
IcBack &= Ox03FF;
IcBack = IcBack - 513;

Speed = Speed» 6;
Speed &= Ox03FF;
Speed = -(Speed - 512) + 2;

/* Select ADC5 to be read */
/* Select ADC15 to be read */
/* Begin conversion */
/* Wait for completion of conversion */
/* Reset flag */
/* Read in data */

/* Scaling data to 16 bit value */

/* From 5V to 2.5V max. */

/* Read data in from ADC1 (Is reference) and ADC11 (DC Bus-voltage)*/

ADCTRL 1 -> ADC1CHSEL = 1;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADC2CHSEL = 3;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCSOC = 1;
while (ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG == 0);
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG = 1;
Speed Ref = *ADCFIF01;
GSBus = *ADCFIF02;

/* Select ADC5 to be read */
r Select ADC10 to be read */
/* Begin conversion */
/* Wait for completion of conversion */
/* Reset flag */
/* Read in data */
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Speed Ref = Speed Ref » 6;
Speed Ref &= Ox03FF;
Speed Ref = SpeedRef/4;

/* Scaling of data */

/* From 5V to 2.5V max. */

/* Reading the position of the rotor */

/* The machanical rotor angle is 0 - 2047 to give a electrical rotor */
/* angle of 0 - 1023. The sine table will have a max. magnitude of 255 */

*PCDATDIR &= OxFFFD;
*PCDATDIR &= OxFFFE;
MrotorAngle = *Datain;
*PCDATDIR 1= Ox0003;

/* Make IOPC1 (FREEZE) = 0 */
/* Make IOPCO (ENABLE) = 0 */

/* Make IOPC1 (FREEZE) = 1 */
/* Make IOPCO (ENABLE) = 1 */
/* Make position a 16-bit value */MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle » 5;

MrotorAngle &= Ox07FF;
MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle + 757;
if (MrotorAngle > 2047) ,

{MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle - 2047;}

/* Zero angle by adding a constant */

ErotorAngle = MrotorAngle;
if (ErotorAngle > 1023)

{ErotorAngle = ErotorAngle - 1023;}

/* Calculate the electrical rotor angle */

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* Calculating the speed of the rotor */

if «MrotorAngleZ > 1500) & (MrotorAngle < 500))
{MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle + 2047;}

if «MrotorAngleZ < 500) & (MrotorAngle > 1500))
{MrotorAngleZ = MrotorAngleZ + 2047;}

Speed Back = 10 * (MrotorAngle - MrotorAngleZ); /* Convert position to speed */

if (MrotorAngle > 2047)
{MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle - 2047;}

if (MrotorAngleZ > 2047)
{MrotorAngleZ = MrotorAngle - 2047;}

MrotorAngleZ = MrotorAngle;

ESpeedBack = (32 * Speed Back) / 19; /* Scaling of Speed for decoupling */

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
I" Calculation of angles for the Park-transformation "l

angleA 1 = ErotorAngle + 256;
if (angleA 1 > 1023)

{angleA 1 = angleA 1 - 1023;}
angleB1 = ErotorAngle - 341;
if (angleB1 < 0)

{angleB1 = angleB1 + 1023;}
angleB2 = ErotorAngle - 85;
if (angleB2 < 0)

{angleB2 = angleB2 + 1023;}
angleC1 = ErotorAngle + 341;
if (angleC1 > 1023)

{angleC1 = angleC1 - 1023;}
angleC2 = ErotorAngle + 597;
if (angleC2 > 1023)
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{angleC2 = angleC2 - 1023;}

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
/* Speed Controller *1

PISpeed = Speed Ref - SpeedBack;
if (Wait < 6000)

{Wait = Wait + 1;
PISpeed = 0;
IdRef = 102;}

/* Calculating the error *1

PISpeedin = PISpeed;
if «lsRefZ >= limit) II (lsRefZ <= -limit)) /* Stop integrator in limit *1

{PISpeedin = O;}

PISpeedOut = PISpeedOutZ + 6*(PISpeedln - PISpeedlnZ) + 0.009*PISpeedln;
/* U = U(Z-1) + Kp*[1 - I(Z-1)] + Ki*T*1 *1

PISpeedlnZ = PISpeedin;
PISpeedOutZ = PISpeedOut;
IsRef = (int) PISpeedOut;

if «lsRefZ >= limit) II (lsRef <= -limit))
{lsRef = IsRef + 6*PISpeed ;}

IsRefZ = IsRef;

if (lsRef >= limit)
{lsRef = limit;}

if (lsRef <= -limit)
{lsRef = -limit;}

DAC1 = Speed Ref;
DAC2 = Speed Back;
DAC3 = PISpeed;
DAC4 = IqRef;

1*---------------------------------------------------------------------~------- *1
/* Transforming Is and the angle to Id and Iq *1

if (Wait < 3000)
{ldRef = 0;
IsRef = O;}

IqRef = IsRef;

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
/* abc-to-qdo transformation (Park-1) *1

laBack = laBack 14;
IbBack = IbBack 14;
IcBack = IcBack 14;
IqBack = (laBack*sine(angleA1) )/256 + (lbBack*sine(angleB2))/256 +

(lcBack*sine(angleC2))/256;
IdBack = (laBack*sine(ErotorAngle))/256 + (lbBack*sine(angleB1 ))/256 +

(lcBack*sine(angleC1 ))/256;
IqBack = 4 * (lqBack*2/3);
IdBack = 4 * (ldBack*2/3);

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
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1* PI Controllers *1

Pldln = IdRef - IdBack; 1* D-as Current error *1
PldOut = PldOutZ + 9.99*(Pldln - PldlnZ) + 0.0099*Pldln;

1* U = U(Z-1) + Kpd*(1 - l(z-1» + Kid*T*1 *1

PldOutZ = PldOut;
PldlnZ = Pldln;
Vd = (int) PldOut;

/* Saving data for next loop *1

Plqln = IqRef - IqBack; /* Q-as Current error *1
PlqOut = PlqOutZ + 4.95*(Plqln - PlqlnZ) + 0.05*Plqln;

1* U = U(Z-1) + Kpq*(1 - l(z-1» + Kiq*T*1 *1

PlqOutZ = PlqOut;
PlqlnZ = Plqln;
Vq = (int) PlqOut;

1* Saving data for next loop *1

1*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
1* Decoupling of Md *1

dlq_dt = IqBack - IqBackZ;
IqBackZ = IqBack;
if (IdBack < 0)
{Mdlnd = -1*(md(-ldBack»;}

else
{Mdlnd = md(ldBack);}

MdDec = (Mdlnd * dlq_dt * -1) 116;

/* Decoupling of Mq *1

dld_dt = IdBack - IdBackZ;
IdBackZ = IdBack;
if (IqBack < 0)
{Mqlnd = -1*(mq(-lqBack»;}

else
{Mqlnd = mq(lqBack);}

MqDec = (Mqlnd * dld_dt * -1) 116;

1*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
/* Decoupling of Speed Voltages *1

if (IdBack < 0)
{SpeedVolD = ((-1 * fluxd(-1 *ldBack» * ESpeedBack) 1 32;}

else
{SpeedVolD = (fluxd(ldBack) * ESpeedBack) 132;}

if (IqBack < 0)
{SpeedVolQ = ((-1 * fluxq(-1*lqBack» * ESpeedBack) 1 32;}

else
{SpeedVolQ = (fluxq(lqBack) * ESpeedBack) 1 32;}

1*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
1* Decoupling of terms *1

Vd = Vd + MdDec - SpeedVolQ;
Vq = Vq + MqDec + SpeedVolD;

1* Decouple the Md inductance *1
1* Decouple the Mq inductance *1

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
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1* qdo-to-abc transformation (Park) *1

Vd = Vd 116;
Vq = Vq 116;
Va = (Vd*sine(ErotorAngle))/256 + (Vq*sine(angleA 1))/256;
Vb = (Vd*sine(angleB 1) )/256 + (Vq*sine(angleB2))/256;
Vc = (Vd*sine(angleC1) )/256 + (Vq*sine(angleC2))/256;
Va = 16*Va;
Vb = 16*Vb;
Vc = 16*Vc;

1*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
1* Giving the values to the PWM part of the DSP *1

*COMPR1 = 1500 + Va;
*COMPR2 = 1500 + Vb;
*COMPR3 = 1500 + Vc;
*SCOMPR1 = 1500 - Va;
*SCOMPR2 = 1500 - Vb;
*SCOMPR3 = 1500 - Vc;

1*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
1*Write to the DACs *1

*PBDATDIR &= OxFFF7; 1* Select DAC 1 *1
*DataOut = DAC1 *8 + 1000;
*PBDATDIR 1= Ox0008;

*PBDATDIR &= OxFFEF; 1* Select DAC 2 *1
*DataOut = DAC2*8 + 1000;
*PBDATDIR 1= Ox0010;

*PBDATDIR &= OxFFDF; 1* Select DAC 3 *1
*DataOut = DAC3*8 + 1000;
*PBDATDIR 1= Ox0020;

*PBDATDIR &= OxFFBF; 1* Select DAC 4 *1
*DataOut = DAC4*4 + 1000;
*PBDATDIR 1= Ox0040;

*PCDATDIR &= OxFF7F;
do

{
} while (*T1 CNT > 5);

}
}
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Appendix C - DSP Program for Constant-current-

angle Speed Control
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/*******************************************************************************/
/* SpeedControlConstAngle.c (14 January 2002)
/*
/* (Control program for PI speed control of the RSM)
/* The switching is unipolar with a switching frequency of 3.33kHz.

*/
*/
*/
*/

#include IF240.h"

/*******************************************************************************/

volatile unsigned int *EVIMRA
volatile unsigned int *ACTR
volatile unsigned int *SACTR
volatile unsigned int *DBTCON
volatile unsigned int *COMPR1
volatile unsigned int *COMPR2
volatile unsigned int *COMPR3
volatile unsigned int *SCOMPR1
volatile unsigned int *SCOMPR2
volatile unsigned int *SCOMPR3
volatile unsigned int *COMCON
volatile unsigned int *GPTCON
volatile unsigned int *T1CON
volatile unsigned int *Datain
volatile unsigned int *DataOut

= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox742C;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7413;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7414;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7415;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7417;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7418;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7419;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox741A;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox741B;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox741C;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7411 ;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7400;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox7404;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox8000;
= (volatile unsigned int *) Ox8001;

int laBack, IbBack, IcBack, IdBack, IqBack;
int IsRef, IdRef, IqRef, Wait;
int Va, Vb, Vc, Vd, Vq, limit, IsRetz;
int DAC1, DAC2, DAC3, DAC4, Mdlnd, Mqlnd, MrotorAngleZ, Speed Back;
int MrotorAngle, ErotorAngle, CurrentAngle, CurrentAngle2;
int angleA1, angleB1, angleB2, angleC1, angleC2, Speed, GSBus, SpeedBack;
int QOut, bOut, Time, TimeTemp, PITemp, Inductance, SpeedTemp;
int dlq_dt, dld_dt, IqBackZ, IdBackZ, MdDec, MqDec;
int PISpeed, PISpeedin, PISpeedlnZ, Speed Ref, ESpeedBack, SpeedVolD, SpeedVolQ;
float PISpeedOut, PISpeedOutZ;
float PlqOutZ, PlqOut, PlqlnZ, Plqln, PldOutZ, PldOut, PldlnZ, Pldln;
extern int sinei), mdO, rnqt), fluxdt), fluxqf):

void main(void)
{

1* Initialize the interrupt routines */

*EVIMRA 1= Ox0001; j* Enable the PDPINT interrupt routine *j

*ACTR = Ox0999;

/* Initialize the PWM and dead time routines */

*SACTR = Ox0015;
*DBTCON = OxOOOO;
*COMCON = Ox0307;
*COMCON = Ox8307;

1* Make PWM1, PWM3 and PWM5 active low */
1* Make PWM2, PWM4 and PWM6 active high */
1* Make PWM7, PWM8 and PWM9 active low */
1* Dead time = Ous, all 3 outputs active */
l" Initialize Compare PWM mode *j
1* Initialize Compare PWM mode *j

1* Initialize the counters *j

*T1PR = 3000;
*T1CNT = 0;
*T1CON = OxOA802;
*T1CON = OxOA842;

1* Period = 2*(50ns x 3000) = 300us *j
1* Starting value for counter = 0 "l
1* Initialize Counter #1 */
j* Initialize Counter #1 *j
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1* Initialize the ADs */

*OCRA 1= Ox070F;
ADCTRL2 -> ADCPSCALE = 0;
ADCTRL2 -> ADCEVSOC = 0;
ADCTRL2 -> ADCEXTSOC = 0;
ADCTRL 1 -> suspend_free = 0;
ADCTRL 1 -> suspend_soft = 1;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCIMSTART = 0;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTEN = 0;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCCONRUN = 0;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADC2EN = 1;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADC1 EN = 1;

1* Resolver initializing */

*SYSCR &= OxFF3F;
*PCDATDIR = Ox0303;

r Make ADCO, ADC1, ADC8 and ADC9 active */
1* Pre-scale value = 0 */

/* Disable interrupt */
1* Single conversion */
/* Enable ADC2 */
/* Enable ADC1 */

1* Make IOPC1 a 10 Pin */
/* Make IOPC1 (FREEZE) = 1 */
1* Make 10PCO (ENABLE) = 1 */

/* Set the COMPR registers for 50% duty cycle */

*COMPR1 = 1500;
*COMPR2 = 1500;
*COMPR3 = 1500;
*SCOMPR1 = 1500;
*SCOMPR2 = 1500;
*SCOMPR3 = 1500;

/* Initialize the DACs */

*PBDATDIR 1= Ox7878;

/* Initialize starting values */

/* Making IOPB3 ..6 high and outputs "l

PlqOutZ = 0;
PlqlnZ = 0;
PldOutZ = 0;
PldlnZ = 0;
IqBackZ = 0;
IdBackZ = 0;
Wait = 0;

IsRef = 0;
IsRefZ = 0;
limit = 260;
PISpeedlnZ = 0;
PISpeedOutZ = 0;

*OCRB &= OxFFOF;
*PCDATDIR 1= OxFOOO;

r Making 101, 102, 103, 104 active */
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/*===================================================================*/
/* Start of Main Program loop *//*===================================================================*/

do
{
} while (*T1CNT > 5);

for(;;)
{
*PCDATDIR 1= Ox0080;

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* Read data in from ADC5 (Current la) and ADC10 (Current Ib) */

ADCTRL 1 -> ADC1CHSEL = 5;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADC2CHSEL = 2;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCSOC = 1;
while (ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG == 0);
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG = 1;
laBack = *ADCFIF01;
IbBack = *ADCFIF02;

laBack = laBack » 6;
laBack &= Ox03FF;
laBack = laBack - 512;

IbBack = IbBack » 6;
IbBack &= Ox03FF;
IbBack = IbBack - 514;

/* Select ADC5 to be read */
/* Select ADC 10 to be read */
/* Begin conversion */
/* Wait for completion of conversion */
r Reset flag */
/* Read in data */

/* Scaling data to 16 bit value */

/* Read data in from ADC6 (Current Ic) and ADC15 (Rotor speed) */

ADCTRL 1 -> ADC1CHSEL = 6;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADC2CHSEL = 7;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCSOC = 1;
while (ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG == 0);
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG = 1;
IcBack = *ADCFIF01;
Speed = *ADCFIF02;

IcBack = IcBack » 6;
IcBack &= Ox03FF;
IcBack = IcBack - 513;

Speed = Speed» 6;
Speed &= Ox03FF;
Speed = -(Speed - 512) + 2;

/* Select ADC5 to be read */
/* Select ADC 15 to be read */
/* Begin conversion */
/* Wait for completion of conversion */
/* Reset flag */
/* Read in data */

/* Scaling data to 16 bit value */

/* Scaling data */

/* From 5V to 2.5V max. */

/* Read data in from ADC1 (Is reference) and ADC11 (DC Bus-voltage)*/

ADCTRL 1 -> ADC 1CHSEL = 1;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADC2CHSEL = 3;
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCSOC = 1;
while (ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG == 0);
ADCTRL 1 -> ADCINTFLAG = 1;
Speed Ref = *ADCFIF01;
GSBus = *ADCFIF02;

Speed Ref = Speed Ref » 6;

/* Select ADC5 to be read */
/* Select ADC 10 to be read */
/* Begin conversion */
/* Wait for completion of conversion */
/* Reset flag */
/* Read in data */

/* Scaling of data */
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Speed Ref &= Ox03FF;
Speed Ref = SpeedRef/4; /* From 5V to 2.5V max. */

/* Reading the position of the rotor */

l" The mechanical rotor angle is 0 - 2047 to give a electrical rotor */
/* angle of 0 - 1023. The sine table will have a max. magnitude of 255 */

*PCDATDIR &= OxFFFD;
*PCDATDIR &= OxFFFE;
MrotorAngle = *Datain;
*PCDATDIR 1= Ox0003;

/* Make IOPC1 (FREEZE) = 0 */
r Make IOPCO (ENABLE) = 0 */

r Make IOPC1 (FREEZE) = 1 */
1* Make IOPCO (ENABLE) = 1 */
/* Make position a 16-bit value */MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle » 5;

MrotorAngle &= Ox07FF;
MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle + 757;
if (MrotorAngle > 2047)

{MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle - 2047;}

/* Zero angle by adding a constant */

ErotorAngle = MrotorAngle;
if (ErotorAngle > 1023)

{ErotorAngle = ErotorAngle - 1023;}

/* Calculate the electrical rotor angle */

/*--------------------------------------------------------.--------------------- */
/* Calculating the speed of the rotor */

if ((MrotorAngleZ > 1500) & (MrotorAngle < 500»
{MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle + 2047;}

if ((MrotorAngleZ < 500) & (MrotorAngle > 1500»
{MrotorAngleZ = MrotorAngleZ + 2047;}

Speed Back = 10 * (MrotorAngle - MrotorAngleZ); /* Convert position to speed */ '

if (MrotorAngle > 2047)
{MrotorAngle = MrotorAngle - 2047;}

if (MrotorAngleZ > 2047)
{MrotorAngleZ = MrotorAngle - 2047;}

MrotorAngleZ = MrotorAngle;

ESpeedBack = (32 * Speed Back) /19; /* Scaling of Speed for decoupling */

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- */
/* Calculation of angles for the Park-transformation */

angleA 1 = ErotorAngle + 256;
if (angleA1 > 1023)

{angleA1 = angleA1 - 1023;}
angleB1 = ErotorAngle - 341;
if (angleB1 < 0)

{angleB1 = angleB1 + 1023;}
angleB2 = ErotorAngle - 85;
if (angleB2 < 0)

{angleB2 = angleB2 + 1023;}
angleC1 = ErotorAngle + 341;
if (angleC1 > 1023)

{angleC1 = angleC1 - 1023;}
angleC2 = ErotorAngle + 597;
if (angleC2 > 1023)

{angleC2 = angleC2 - 1023;}
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/* ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
r Speed Controller *1

PISpeed = SpeedRef - Speed Back;
if (Wait < 6000)

{Wait = Wait + 1;
PISpeed = a;}

/* Calculating the error *1

PISpeedin = PISpeed;
if «lsRefZ >= limit) II (lsRefZ <= -limit)) /* Stop integrator in limit *1

{PISpeedin = a;}

PISpeedOut = PISpeedOutZ + 6*(PISpeedln - PISpeedlnZ) + 0.009*PISpeedln;
1* U = U(Z-1) + Kp*[1 - I(Z-1)] + Ki*T*1 *1

PISpeedlnZ = PISpeedin;
PISpeedOutZ = PISpeedOut;
IsRef = (int) PISpeedOut;

if «lsRefZ >= limit) II (lsRef <= -lirnit)
{lsRef = IsRef + 6*PISpeed ;}

IsRefZ = IsRef;

if (lsRef >= limit)
{lsRef = limit;}

if (lsRef <= -limit)
{lsRef = -limit;}

DAC1 = Speed Ref;
DAC2 = Speed Back;
DAC3 = PISpeed;
DAC4 = IsRef;

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
/* Transforming Is and the angle to Id and Iq *1

if (Wait < 3000)
{lsRef = a;}

CurrentAngle = 193;
CurrentAngle2 = 449;
if (lsRef < 0)

{CurrentAngle = 830;
CurrentAngle2 = 63;
IsRef = IsRef * -1;}

IsRef = IsRef 14;
IqRef = 4 * ({IsRef * sine(CurrentAngle )) 1256);
IdRef = 4 * ({IsRef * sine(CurrentAngle2)) 1256);

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
1* abc-to-qdo transformation (Park-1) *1

laBack = laBack 14;
IbBack = IbBack 14;
IcBack = IcBack 14;
IqBack = (laBack*sine(angleA 1) )/256 + (lbBack*sine(angleB2))/256 +

(lcBack*sine(angleC2»/256;
IdBack = (laBack*sine(ErotorAngle))/256 + (lbBack*sine(angleB1 ))/256 +

(lcBack*sine(angleC1 ))/256;
IqBack = 4 * (lqBack*2/3);
IdBack = 4 * (ldBack*2/3);
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I"-----------------------------------------------------------------------------"1
r PI Controllers "I

Pldln = IdRef - IdBack; /* D-as Current error "I
PldOut = PldOutZ + 9.99"(Pldln - PldlnZ) + 0.0099*Pldln;

/* U = U(Z-1) + Kpd*(1 - l(z-1)) + Kid*T*1 *1

PldOutZ = PldOut;
PldlnZ = Pldln;
Vd = (int) PldOut;

1* Saving data for next loop *1

Plqln = IqRef - IqBack; 1* Q-as Current error *1
PlqOut = PlqOutZ + 4.95*(Plqln - PlqlnZ) + 0.05*Plqln;

1* U = U(Z-1) + Kpq*(I- l(z-1)) + Kiq*T*1 *1

PlqOutZ = PlqOut;
PlqlnZ = Plqln;
Vq = (int) PlqOut;

1* Saving data for next loop *1

r -----------------------------------------------------------------------------*1
1* Decoupling of Md *1

dlq_dt = IqBack - IqBackZ;
IqBackZ = IqBack;
if (IdBack < 0)
{Mdlnd = -1*(md(-ldBack));}

else
{Mdlnd = md(ldBack);}

MdDec = (Mdlnd * dlq_dt * -1) 116;

1* Decoupling of Mq *1

dld_dt = IdBack - IdBackZ;
IdBackZ = IdBack;
if (IqBack < 0)
{Mqlnd = -1*(mq(-lqBack));}

else
{Mqlnd = mq(lqBack);}

MqDec = (Mqlnd * dld_dt * -1) 116;

1*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
1* Decoupling of Speed Voltages *1

if (IdBack < 0)
{SpeedVolD = ((-1 * fluxd(-1*ldBack))" ESpeedBack) 132;}

else
{SpeedVolD = (fluxd(ldBack) * ESpeedBack) 132;}

if (IqBack < 0)
{SpeedVolQ = ((-1 * fluxq(-1"lqBack)) * ESpeedBack) 132;}

else
{SpeedVolQ = (fluxq(lqBack) * ESpeedBack) 1 32;}

/*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
/* Decoupling of terms *1

Vd = Vd + MdDec; /*- SpeedVoIQ;*1 /* Decouple the Md inductance *1
Vq = Vq + MqDec; /*+ SpeedVoID;*I/* Decouple the Mq inductance *1
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1*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
/* qdo-to-abc transformation (Park) *1

Vd = Vd 116;
Vq = Vq 116;
Va = (Vd*sine(ErotorAngle))/256 + (Vq*sine(angleA 1))/256;
Vb = (Vd*sine(angleB1) )/256 + (Vq*sine(angleB2))/256;
Vc = (Vd*sine(angleC1) )/256 + (Vq*sine(angleC2))/256;
Va = 16*Va;
Vb = 16*Vb;
Vc = 16*Vc;

1*----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
/* Giving the values to the PWM part of the DSP *1

*COMPR1 = 1500 + Va;
*COMPR2 = 1500 + Vb;
*COMPR3 = 1500 + Vc;
*SCOMPR1 = 1500 - Va;
*SCOMPR2 = 1500 - Vb;
*SCOMPR3 = 1500 - Vc;

/* ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- *1
/* Write to the DACs *1

*PBDATDIR &= OxFFF7; r Select DAC 1 *1
*DataOut = DAC1 *8 + 1000;
*PBDATDIR 1= Ox0008;

*PBDATDIR &= OxFFEF; r Select DAC 2 *1
*DataOut = DAC2*8 + 1000;
*PBDATDIR 1= Ox0010;

*PBDATDIR &= OxFFDF; r Select DAC 3 *1
*DataOut = DAC3*8 + 1000;
*PBDATDIR 1= Ox0020;

*PBDATDIR &= OxFFBF; r Select DAC 4 *1
*DataOut = DAC4*4 + 1000;
*PBDATDIR 1= Ox0040;

*PCDATDIR &= OxFF7F;
do

{
} while (*T1 CNT > 5);

}
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Appendix D - EPLD Program
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Appendix E - Finite Element Program of RSM
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c··············**··**·**··············*····*·········· .
c PROGRAM: Calculate flux linkages with skewc**·············*·········*····*········*···**········ * .
c Phase currents as a function of current angle "alpha" and rotor
cposition "theta-m" in mechanical degrees from phase a magnetic axis
c anti-clockwise
c ------- ----- --- ----- ----------- --- ------ --------- -------------------

c Set the off-set rotor-angle with the rotor q-axis on the magnetic
c axis of phase a

th_off=-15.0dO*pi/180.0dO

c For skew over one slot pitch, ks=5; for unskew ks=l.
c For average over slot pitch, ka=5, otherwise ka= I

ks=1
ka=5

c Slice displacement:
d_slice= I.OdO*(2.0dO)*pi/dble(n _st_stYdble(ks)

c STEP I: Get phase current, dq-currents and current angle:
do id = 0,200,40
do iq = 0,200,10
cur_id = dble(id)

cur_iq = dble(iq)
alpha = atan(cur_iq/(cur_id+I.Od-12»
c_peak = sqrt(cur_id**2 + cur_iq**2)/dble(np_cir)

print *,' Verwysingswaardes ======'
print *,' c_peak = ',c_peak,' [A]'
print *,' Current angle = ',alpha*180.0dO/pi,' [Degrees]'
print *,' cur_iq = ',cur_iq,' [A]'
print *,' cur_id = ',cur_id,' [A]'

c STEP 2: Rotor position and/or rotate rotor
do irotate=0,0,40

rot_ang=0.5dO*dble(irotate)*pi/180.0dO

c Set average torque and average flux to zero before starting
Ta= O.OdO
Ttot=O.OdO
lamda_dm=O.O
lamda_qm=O.O

doi=I,3
flinka(i)=O.OdO

end do

do ik=I,3
dojk=I,3
mss(ikJk)=O.O

end do
end do

c STEP 3: Average over slot pitch? Yes: ka=5; No: ka=1
c (Note that in this case the current phasor moves with the rotor)

do ithet_m=l,ka
if (ka.eq.5) then
theta_m=dble(ithet_m-ka+2)*d_slice+rot_ang

else if (ka.eq.l) then
theta_m=rot_ang

end if

c_cur(l)=c_peak * dsin(nppole*theta_m+alpha)
c_cur(2)=c_peak * dsin(nppole*theta_m+alpha-2.0dO*pi/3.0dO)

c_cur(3)=c_peak * dsin(nppole*theta_m+alpha+2.0dO*pi/3.0dO)

cur( I )=c_cur( I )
cur(2)=c_cur(2)
eur(3)=e _eur(3)
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c print *,"
c print *,' cur(l) = ',cur(I),' [A]'
c print *,' cur(2) = ',cur(2),' [A]'
c print *,' cur(3) = ',cur(3),' [A]'
c print *,' angle = ',angle*180.0dO/pi,' [Degrees]'

angle = theta_m * nppole
call park( cur( I ),cur(2 ),cur(3 ),angle,curq,curd)
curq = curq * dble(np_cir)
curd = curd * dble(np_cir)

print *,' ,
print *,'=== Berekende waardes ====

print *,' curq,cur_iq = ',curq,cur_iq,' [A]'
print *,' curd,cur_id = ',curd,cur_id,' [A]'

c Initialize before skew:
T = O.OdO
TlOO = O.OdO

do i=I,3
flink(i)=O.O

end do

do ik=I,3
do jk=I,3
mss(ikjk)=O.O

end do
end do

c STEP 4: Skew the machine? Yes: ks=5; No: ks=l.
c (Note that in this case the current phasor is stationary)

do i=l,ks
if (ks.eq.l) then
dtheta=theta _m+th _ off
alpha_i=alpha

else if (ks.eq.5) then
dtheta=dble(i-ks+2)*d_slice+theta_m+th_off
alpha _i=dble(3-i)*d _slice*nppole+alpha

end if

call step(dtheta,sraz,nfour,terms,an,bn,nrs,nt,
+ ah,ap,bh,bp,la,thao)

call nonlinear(neq,nelm,nnode,nprof,nraz,vO,ar,nd,node,
+ razpnt,itypejdiag,s,sraz,rel,c_cur,a,x,y,razind,
+ nppole,
+ acoil,nc_tums,w,np,ns,zp,
+ nlines,line,neigh,bcur)

c just do position I again for accuracy
if (i.eq.l) then

call nonlinear(neq,nelm,nnode,nprof,nraz,vO,ar,nd,node,
+ razpnt,itypejdiag,s,sraz,rel,c_cur,a,x,y,razind,
+ nppole,
+ acoil,nc_tums,w,np,ns,zp,
+ nlines,line,neigh,bcur)

end if

c a is magnetic vector potential
c do ii=l,nnode
c atorq(ii)=a(ii)
c end do

c calculate torque
call torque(rrad,srad,torq I, IOO,nppole,nrs,nraz,ax,

& a,an,bn,razind)
TlOO = TlOO + torql
call torque(rrad,srad,torq I, I ,nppole,nrs,nraz,ax,

& a,an,bn,razind)
T=T+torql

c --------------------------------------------------------------------
c Air-gap flux densities, flux linkages and induce EMF are now
c determined of the fundamental. On Razek airgap points the
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c Bgap(radial) = IIr.dAidtheta is calculated and then the
c fundamental Bgap using Foerier analysis. Ephase contains
c the value obtained by using the fundamental Bgap
c ------------------------------------------------------------------

open (10, FILE="resultslbgap.res", form='formatted')
rewind 10
do ib=(nrs+ I ),nt
bgap(ib)= 1/(st_id/2. )/(dabs(rthet(ib+ I )-rthet(ib »)*

+ (A(razind(ib+ I »-A(razind(ib »)
write (10,125) ((rthet(ib+ I )+rthet(ib »/2.0),bgap(ib)

end do
125 format(2FI0.5)

close (IO,STATUS='KEEP')

c get Fourier coefficients for fundamental
nhar=1
bxs=O.OdO
bys=O.OdO
nppole=np/2
do if=(nt+I),(nrs+2),-1
bi=bgap(if-I)

c general method used with same result:
del_ theta=nppole*(rthet(if-I )-rthet(it)
theta _p=nppole*(( rthet(it)+rthet(i f-I) )/2 .OdO-pi/2.0dO)
bxs=bxs+bi *dsin(theta _p )*del_ theta
bys=bys+bi *dcos(theta _p )*del_ theta

end do

am=bxs *2 .0dO/pi
bm=bys*2.0dO/pi

bpeak=dsqrt( am*am+bm*bm)

c get flux linkage space phasor angle:
ang_i=datan(bm/(am+ I.Od-12»-pi/2.0dO

c adjust according to electrical d-axis position of rotor
ang_i=-ang_i-pi-nppole*dtheta

c test if valid
if (alpha _i.gt.pi/4.0.and.ang_i.It.0.0) ang_i=ang_i+pi
if (alpha _ i.lt.pi/4.0.and.ang_i.It.-pi/4.0) ang_i=ang_ i+pi

phi=2.0*bpeak*st_id *w/dble(np )/dble(ks)
lamda _ d=phi *nphase*qwn *dcos(ang_ i)
lamda _q=phi *nphase*qwn *dsin(ang_i)
lamda _dm=lamda _dm+lamda _ d
lamda_qrn=lamda_qm+lamda_q

c -------------------------------------------------------------------
c Flux Linkage Psi (i) is calculated using the integral of A.dl
c -------------------------------------------------------------------

do ic2=I,3
Psi(ic2)=O.0
Do iii=l,nelm
if (abs(itype(iii».eq.ic2) then
Psi(ic2)=Psi(ic2) +

+ (a(node(iii,I»+a(node(iii,2»+a(node(iii,3»)*ar(iii)
+ *sign(l,itype(iii»

end if
end do
psi( ic2)=2. OdO*nppole*w*nc _ tums( ic2 )*Psi (ic2 )/3 .0dO/acoi l(ic2)
flink(ic2)=flink(ic2)+psi(ic2)
end do

end do
c END OF SKEW (ks)

Ta=(T/ks)+Ta
Ttot=(T1 001ks)+ Tto!
do i=I,3
flinka( i)=( fl ink( i)/ks )+fI inka(i)

end do
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end do
c END OF AVERAGE (ka)

c==========================================
c
C

FINAL CALCULATIONS

c calculate: from airgap flux:

Ta = Taldble(ka)
Ttot = Ttotldble(ka)

lamda_s=dsqrt(lamda_dm**2+lamda_qm**2)
fluxang=datan(lamda _qrn/(Iamda _dm+ I .Od-12»
if (alpha.gt.pi/4.O.and.fluxang.lt.O.O) fluxang=fluxang+pi
fl_ am=lamda _ s*dsin(nppole*theta _m+fluxang)

fluxang=fluxang*I 80.0dO/pi
Ephase=2.0*pi*SO./sqrt2*lamda_s

c calculate the dq-axis inductances from airgap flux:

l_d=lamda_drn/(cur_id+ I.Od-12)
l_q=lamda_qrn/(cur_iq+ I.Od-12)
Te=3.0dO*(I_d-l_q)*cur_id*cur_iq

If (cur_iq.eq.O.O) l_q=O.O
If (cur_id.eq.O.O) l_d=O.O

c --------------------------------------------------------------------
c calculate d- and q-axis L, flink, Erms (p ... .)
c --------------------------------------------------------------------

do ikk=I,3
flink(ikk)=flinka(ikk)/dble(ka )/dble(np _cir)
end do

c Co-phasal 3rd harmonic flux linkages can be obtained
c from the actual three phase flux linkages
c phase a : 1 / phase b : 2 / phase c : 3

fl_a3 = (flink(l) + flink(2) + flink(3»/3.0dO
fl_b3 = (flink(l) + flink(2) + flink(3»/3.0dO
fl_c3 = (flink(l) + flink(2) + flink(3»/3.0dO

c Calculate the fundamental flux linkages
fl_al = flink(l) - fl_a3
fl_bl = flink(2) - fl_b3
fl_cl = flink(3) - fl_c3

c Calculate the dq axis flux
angle = rot_ ang * nppole
call park(fl_al ,fl_bl ,fl_cl ,angle,fl_q,fl_d)

call park(flink(1 ),flink(2),flink(3),angle,fl_q,fl_ d)

print *,' ,
print *,' Berekende Vloeddigtheid ====='
print *,' id,iq,T = ',cur_id,cur_iq,Ta,' [A], [Nm]'
print *,' fld,flq = ',fl_d,fl_q,' [Weber Turns]'

fl_Tsize = dsqrt(fl_q*"2 + fl_d ....2)
fl_Tangle = datan(fl_qlfl_d)
fl_Tangle = fl_Tangle"180.0dO/pi

c print",' fl_Tsize = ',fl_Tsize,' [Weber Turns]'
c print",' fl_Tangle = ',fl_Tangle,' [Degrees]'

c --------------------------------------------------------------------

l_leak=( flinke I )-fl_am)/( c_cur( I )*np _cir)+O.OOIdO
l_d=l_d+I_leak
l_q=l_q+l_leak

c fl_ab=flink(I)-flink(3)
c fl_bc=flink(3)-flink(2)
c fl_ca=flink(2)-flink(l)
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c xf=nppole*theta_m+ 30.0dO*pi/180.0dO
c yf=nppole*theta _m-90.0dO*pi/180.0dO
c beta=datan((fl_ ab*dsin(yf)-fl_ bc*dsin(xf)/(tl_ be *dcos(xf)
c + -tl_ab*dcos(yf))
c f_peak=tl_ab/(dsqrt(3.0dO)*dsin(xf+beta»
c I_df= IOOO.OdO*(f_peak*dcos(beta)/cur _id+l_end)
c I_qf= IOOO.OdO*(f_peak*dsin(beta)/cur _iq+l_end)
c Tef=3.0dO*(I_df-l_ qf)*cur_id*cur _iq/I OOO.OdO
c e_d=f_peak*dcos(beta+pi/2.0dO)*omegas
c e_ q=f_peak*dsin(beta+pi/2.0dO)*omegas

Tef=Te
e_d=-I_q*cur_iq*omegas
e_q=l_d*cur_id*omegas
e_rms=dsqrt( e_d*e_d+e_q *e_q)/sqrt2

c --------------------------------------------------------------------
c calculate iron core loss resistance r_c (pp. 55-58)
c --------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c calculate mass of teeth and yoke:

ar_ s10t=2 .OdO*acoil( I )*50.0/48.0+O.5*(st_gw+st_ tw )*st_ shs+
+ st_gw*st_sht

mass_y=7880.0dO*w*(pi/4.0)*(st_od**2-(st_id+2.0*st_slh)**2)
mass_t=7880.0dO*w*((pi/4.0)*((st_id+2.0*st_slh)**2-st_id**2)-

+ n_st_st*ar_slot)

c calculate maximum tlux density in teeth and yoke:
flux _pp=e _rms/( 4.44dO*f*nphase*qwn)
bp_ air=tlux _pp*dble(np )/(2.0dO*st_id *w)
t_pitch=pi *st_idla _slt
bp_ t=bp _air*t_pitch/t_ wid
bp_y=tlux_pp/(2.0dO*st__yh*w)

c calculate iron core loss and core loss resistance:
p_core=O.0337 dO*(f** 1.32)*( (bp_ t**2)*mass _ t+(bp __y**2)*mass __y)
r_c=3.0dO*e_rms**2/p_core

c --------------------------------------------------------------------
c calculate kVA, powerfactor, efficiency
c ----------------~---------------------------------------------------

cur jd l =cuT_id+e_d/r_c
curjq l=curjq+eq/r «
cur jmg=datanïcur jq l/(cur_idl + I.Od-12»*180.0dO/pi
i_rms=dsqrt(CUT_idl **2+CUT_iql **2)/sqrt2
v_d=e_d-omegas*cur_iql *(I_end)+T_s*CUT_id I
v_q=e_q+omegas*cuT _idl *(I_end)+T_s*cuT_iq I
v_rms=dsqrt(v _d*v _d+v_q*v _q)/sqrt2
kva=3.0dO*i_rms*v_rmsIlOOO.OdO
p_fact=dcos(datan(dabs(v _d/v_q»+datan(cuT _idl /cur_iq I»
p_ out=omegas*Tefidble(nppole )-p_wf
T_ out=Tef-p_ wf*dble(nppole)/omegas
p_cu=3.0dO*i_rms**2*r_s
p_in=kva*p_fact*I OOO.OdO
eff=p_outlp_in
cur_den=i_ rms/(a _sc* I.Od+6*dble(np_cir»
p_Ioss=p _cu+pcore+p _wf
p_loss=p_cu+p_core

c --------------------------------------------------------------------
c results to main program
c --------------------------------------------------------------------

Tr=640.0dO
pry=I0500.0dO

c print *: I

c print *,' tl_a3 = tl_b3 = tlc3 = ',tl_a3
c print *,' tl_al = ',tl_al
c print",' tl_bl = ',tl_bl
c print",' tl_cl = ',tl_cl
c print*,'==============='

c ypar(l) = c_peak"dble(np_cir)
c ypar(2) = alpha"180.0dO/pi
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c ypar(3) = fl_ Tsize
c ypar(4) = fl_Tangle
c write(17,132) ypar(I), ypar(2), ypar(3), ypar(4)

c write to file:performb.res

ypar(l) = rot_ang*180.0dO/pi
ypar(2) = cur_id
ypar(3) = fl_d
ypar(4) = cur_iq
ypar(5) = fl_q

write(22, 131) ypar(l ),ypar(2),ypar(3),ypar( 4 ),ypar(5)

c write(22,103)
c write(22, 131) ypar( I ),ypar(2),ypar(3 ),ypar( 4 ),ypar( 5),ypar( 6),
c + ypar(7),ypar(8),ypar(9),ypar(1 O),ypar(ll)

end do
c END OF ROTA TE ROTOR (irotate, rot_ang)

write(22,101)
end do

c END OF IQ

write(22,101)
end do

c END OF ID

close (22,status='keep')
close (17,status='keep')

c
c store data and results for fpm:
c

out_ file='blug.fpl'
call save_dth(out_file,nde,nelm,nnode,x,y,node,itype,

+ nlines,line,neigh,a,dtheta,rr)

goto 133

c stop

c········***·······**··**·****······*****··***·····**·******* ... *****c---------------------------------------------------------------------
c This is handy to get inductances as a function of rotor
c position. Set ind_do=l to make it calculate
c --------------------------------------------------------------------
c
c calculate inductances if requested
c

if(ind_do.eq.l) then
c
c open all the files:
c

open (8, file="ind/mainind.ind", forrn='forrnatted')
rewind 8

open (9, file="ind/mll.ind", form='forrnatted')
open (lO, file="indlrn22.ind", form='formatted')
open (II, file="indlm33.ind", form='formatted')
open (12, file="indlmI2.ind", form='forrnatted')
open (13, file="indlmI3.ind", form='formatted')
open (14, file="indlrn23.ind", form='formatted')
open (15, file="indlrn2l.ind", form='formatted')
open (16, file="ind/m3l.ind", form='formatted')
open (17, file="indlm32.ind", forrn='formatted')

c
c do until time = peroid+4*tmdt
c

time=O.OdO
tmdt=period/72.0dO

c have to start with indue at t-4*tmdt

time=O.Od0-4.0dO*tmdt
dtheta=O.O
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tmst=time
tmet=period+5.0*tmdt

icount=1
do while (icount.le.143)

c
c get the mesh in the correct posision:
c

call step(dtheta,sraz,nfour,terrns,an,bn,nrs,nt,
+ ah,ap,bh,bp,la,thao)

c
c do a linear solve
c and inductances extracted
c

call1im_lin(neq,nelm,nnode,nprof,nraz,vO,ar,nd,node,
+ razpnt,itypeJdiag,s,sraz,rel,a,x,y,zp,nppole,
+ acoil,nc_tums,w,ms,np,ns,
+ nlines,line,neigh)

write (9,*) dtheta,ms(l,I)
write (10,*) dtheta,ms(2,2)
write (11,*) dtheta,ms(3,3)
write (12,*) dtheta,ms(l,2)
write (13, *) dtheta,ms(I,3)
write (14,*) dtheta,ms(2,3)
write (15,*) dtheta,ms(2,1)
write (16,*) dtheta,ms(3,1)
write (17,*) dtheta,ms(3,2)

c
c store the calculated inductances
c

write (8, *) dtheta
c print* ,'icount = ',icount

do i=I,ns
doj=I,ns
mainind(icount,iJ)=ms(iJ)
write (8,*) mainind(icount,iJ)
enddo
end do

icount=icount+ I
time=time+trndt
dtheta=dtheta+pi/nppole/72.0dO

end do
c
c end do for inductance calculations
c

close (8,status='keep')

end if
c
c finished calculating inductances.
c Read them in if requested, and calculated:
c

133 continue
RETURN
END

c
c end of eesolve program
c
c**************************·*****************************************
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Appendix F - Schematic diagrams of the DSP

controller
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